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: SIX. MILL  INCREASE " 
School board budget up over. 81 million 
Ar ise  in projected expenditures for the Terrace budget estimates took into account the salary in- secondary school to eat on the school bus on a trial Williams, the government appointed member from 
school district in 1980 has forced s ta te  hike of six mil ls  • Creases which will be forthcoming to the teachers. 
it was revealed Tuesday night by Seeretary-Treasuret ~ 
Ted Wells. • 
The basic rate will rise from 41 mills to 43.5 mills, a 
rise which is taking place in other school dist/icts.Ths 
non-shareable portion of the rate will alsd rise an 
additional 3.5 mills. Wells said some of the additional 
r -  
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
Seal Cove lld., Pr. Rupert 
624-563g 
WE BUY copper, brass, all metals, 
batteries, etc. Call us - We are 
opon Non. through Sat., 8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
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Haisla take 
a land stand 
By ANN DUNSMUIR Expend i tures  a re  
Herald Staff Writer estimated at $7,013,900 
The Kitamaat Village leaving a balance' of 
Council has informed $4,513,000 to be raised by 
Kit;mat District Council taxation. 
that no new development A request for a grant in 
will be tolerated within lieu of taxes from the 
Haisla tr ibal  terr i tory  Kit;mat Curling Club was 
until native land claims also tabled for two weeks. 
are settled. Counci l  members  
The letter states:  agreed to write to a 
"owing to the apparent communications eon- 
inability of the two senior s u 1 t i n g c o m p a n y 
levels of government to requesting • information 
come together to deal about television service. 
with the long outstanding Alderman Lee El l is 
question of Indian land said that ff the company 
claims sett lement in .can offer "more and 
British Columbia, we, the better television to 
Haisla Nation are obliged citizens o f  Kit ;mat,  
in insist that henceforth council should in- 
no new development of vest;gate the matter." 
any kind will be tolerated Council adopted •the 
within our tribal territory 1980 Remuneration By-- 
until our land  claims law giving members a 
have been adequately raise in salary. 
negotiated and settled." A motion by Alderman 
Ray Brady that the by- 
Counci l  members  law ~ tabled until 0c- 
agreed to contact the to i3er , . ,1~was: iost  far. 
bafid council and ar range '  - N¢~MU'Uf a eecen~r : ' - - - - "  
a meeting early in the Brady said the salary 
new year to find out the increase should not be 
location and  extent of adopted until October so 
I-Iaisla tribal territory, that "in November the 
A provisional budget people can tell us whether 
for 1980 was tabled until we deserve it." 
the Jan.  14 council Mayor George Them 
meeting, and  Alderman Max 
The budget indieates Patzelt have been ap- 
that total revenue in 1980 pointed to the Kitimat- 
will amount to an Stikine Regional District 
est imated $2,500,900. Board. 
DEATH THREATS 
Wells estimated the 9.5 to 10 per cent increase would 
cost around $660,000. 
The 1980 budget forcasts an expenditure of $14.6 
million, as compared to $13.3 million in 1979. 
In other school beard news, it was decided to allow 
• students attending Kitwanga elementary junior 
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RCMP in Terrace and Smithers are looking for 
this man in connection with a robbery in Terrace 
and one in Smithers. 
The man is black, between 5'9" and 5'11" tall, 
weighs between 15o and 170 pounds and is in his 
late teens or early twenties. 
.~.. ~It . Jsal leged that this man enter e~theKen-  
tiicky Fried Chicken outlet off Ldkelse {Street in 
Terrace; ordered fries and paid for them. Then, 
when the girl behind the counter opened the till to 
make change, he allegedly reached into the till 
and grabbed $210 and fled. 
He is also alleged to have done the same thing 
in Smithers in the Smithers News store last 
Wednesday. 
If you know this man or see anyone answering 
this description, the RCMP request hat you call 
them. In Terrace the number is 635-4911, and in 
Kit;mat 632-7111. 
Iran reje, ts U.N. 
TEHRAN(CP)--Students Americans "have been 'the oppressed people of the His remarks ai~peared to 
threatened with execution if world, its opinion is wor- 
they fail to cooperate with thless as far as we are 
their captors." concerned and will not affect 
"You can assume that I us in any way." 
don't mean eo-operaliou ... In 
routine matters," he said. 
A student spokesman 
reached by telephune at the 
emhaasy said rite Security 
Council resolution calling for 
the immediate r lease of the 
hostages had been rejected 
because the council " i s  
orchestrated by the United 
States." 
"As it Is also obvious that 
the United States has great 
influence on this council, 
which has nothing to do with 
In another development, 
the secretary of Iran's 
governing Revolutionary 
Counc i l ,  Ayato l lah  
Mchammad Behashti, said 
the hostages will he tried 
before a revolutionary court 
under Islamic law. 
The penalty for spying 
under Islamic law is death. 
B~heshti said the students 
Y ,, . .~getVa~m~lv.~Y 
may will ask a rovo|uuonary 
court to take responsibility 
for such a trial." 
holding 50 Americans 
hostages at the U.S. Em- 
bassy in Tehran today 
rejected a UN Security 
COuncil appeal for their 
release as the Iranian 
government made new and 
stronger threats against the 
captives. 
In Washington, U.S. of. 
flciais indicated that the 
hostages had been 
threatened with death if they 
did not confess to charges of 
spying and pro-shah activi- 
ties that are being drawn up 
against them. 
The official, who asked not 
to' be identified, said the 
Zimbabwe plan q kay 
LONDON (AP) -- BritaIn 
and Patriotic Front guerrilla 
leaders agreed today on a 
compromise plan for a 
eeasefire in Zimbabwe 
Rhodesia, opening the way 
for a settlement in the 
guerrilla war that began 
seven years ago, peace 
conference officials aid. 
A spokesman for Com- 
monwealth Secretary- 
General Shridath Ramphal, 
who helped resolve the 
ceasefire dispute, told 
reporters ofthe accord after 
Joshua Nkomo and Robert 
Mngahe, leaders of the black 
He borrowed his coat 
BELLINGHAM, Wash. fine Jacket out of an uldpeit. 
(AP) - -  A Suffolk sheep The cOat fits snugly from 
named 490 may have been 490's neck to derriere, 
fleeced of its wool by covering Its sides and 
parasites, but the beloved securing in front with strings 
hevid now is a sheep In tied in a nice bow on its 
sheep's clothIng, chest. Strings looped around 
490, who belongs to Deanna 490's hind legs keep the seat 
Walker and Bill eves; lost its from slipping off, 
"I tried to cut it to fit and 
make it comfortable," said 
Ms. Walker, who explained 
490's nalne. 
"We somber the ones we 
lan to get rid of to keep 
om getting emotionally 
attached," ..,he said. 
490's baldness is not 
thought to he permanent, 
and patches of wool ur~ 
beginning to reappear. 
fluffy fleece after being 
treated for painful parasites 
with a medicine the 
veterinarian said would 
either kill or cure the sheep. 
490 was cured, but another 
sheep treated with the 
medicine was killed. While 
490's fate was preferable, the 
little critter was left without 
a winter coat'. 
So Ms. Walker fashioned a
be at odds with statements 
made Tuesday by Iranian 
Foreign Minister Sadeq 
Ghotbzadeh, who told a 
French newspaper that the 
students will try the cap- 
tires. 
Ghotbzadeh said the 
hostages will be tried as 
spies "for sure," but that 
head of state Ayatollah 
Ruholinh Khomeini could 
overrule any sentences and 
pardon the captives "if the 
United States extradites the 
shah." 
Ghotbzadeh also accused 
U.S. Charge d'Affaires L. 
Bruce Laiogen and embassy 
officials Michael Howland 
and Victor Tomseth -- the 
three top U.S. diplomats in 
Iran who are being held at 
the foreign ministry -- of 
nationalist guerrillas, met ,, h a v i n g c o m m i t t e d 
with British Foreign crimes." 
Secretary Lord Carrington "Thus once they leave the 
for an hour. ministry compound, they 
Immediately afterward, will fall into the hands of 
Carrington, chairman of the justice and I will then he the 
peace talks that began here first to demand they he 
13 weeks ago, told the House arrested and tried," he said. 
of Lords the Patriotic Front Last week, Ghotbzadeh 
must still formally agree to said the three diplomats 
the ceaseflre, but he left were "free to leave" Iran. 
little doubt hey would. But he later reversed 
He said a British governor, himself when the students at 
whom he did not identify, the embassy repudiated his 
would travel to Salisbury in remarks. 
the next few days to take The Iranians seized the 
power in the breskaway embassy and those inside it 
British colony during a Nov. 4, demanding that the 
• transitional period for free, U.S. surrender deposed Shah 
Inturuntionally-recognised Mohammad Reza Pahlavi to 
elections. Iran for trial. The Carter 
Br i t i sh  author i t ies  administration refused and 
~rivately reported the Tuesday Joined the 14 other 
esea governor is Lord Security Council members in
Seames, 59-year-old son.in, unanimous adoption of the 
law of the late Sir Winston resolution urging the release 
Churchill. of the captives. 
Carrington said final 
ceasefire arrangements 
need not take more than two 
or three days, He also an. 
nounced a bill will he In. 
trodueed into Parliament on 
Thursday 
The resolution was 
adopted on the fourth con- 
secutlve day of debate In 
which every speaker called 
for the release of the hos- 
tages. The Iranian govern- 
ment boycotted the debate, 
20c 
basis. 
The one-month trial period was instituted at the 
request of school officials who are concerned about he 
long bus ride some of the students must take. Often 
they don't eat breakfast and must endure an hour and 
fifteen minute ride. 
There was some criticism of the continued absence 
of a school board trustee from board meetings. Glenn 
Kitwanga, has attended board meetings on an 
irregular basis. While noting it was not the role of the 
beard to monitor the attendance of its members, 
Joyce Krause said it was obvious Williams was not 
showing any real interest in the job. Elaine Johnson 
the outgoing trustee commented that "we seem to 
have fated in getting him interested." 
Westend 
Food Mart 
Open 
6:30 am - 11 pm 
7 days a week 
635-5274 
Westend. 
, Chevron Service 
Chevron 
Open 
24 Hours 
635-7228 
"We Satisfy Tummy & Tank 
365 DAYS A YEAR" 
Volume 73 - No. 234 
TEENAGERS PREGNANi7 Y 
A prob lem here  
Is teenage pregnancy a problem in Terrace schools? 
The answer appears to be yes according to school 
beard trustees for School District 88. However, a 
suggestion to advertise a counselling service in the 
upcoming school yearbooks was rejected by a 4-1 vote 
at the Tuesday night board meeting. 
Lisa Brock, the Terrace director for an organization 
called 'Birthright' wrote the board requesting the 
group be allowed to advei'tise its services in the 
yearbook, on school notice boards and through direct 
contact with students. 
Birthright offers guidance and support services to 
pregnant girls and women in distress. 
The subject of pregnancy and abortions recently 
received wide attention when Health Minister Rare 
Mair said he would request health officials to in- 
vestigate whether illegal abortions were being per- 
formed in the province's hospitals.' Mair cited 1978 
statistics howing there were 33.6 therapeutic abor- 
tions for every 100 live births in B.C., the highest rate 
in Canada. 
However, the value of the help offered by Birthright 
was questioned by Trustee Joyce Krause. She won- 
dered if the group put enough stress on prevention of 
unwanted pregnancies. Krause also wondered ff 
Birthright's avowed nonpolitical stance was con- 
sistent with its pressuring for changes in the abortion 
laws. 
Another trustee, Nan Harrison, advised the board to 
put its emphasis on preventative measures and in- 
stead revise the present health program in this area. 
The beard voted to thank Birthright for its offer, but 
declined their help. Trustee Dennis Brewer, however, 
cast a dissenting vote. 
"Basically, I don't think we have any information to 
deny this opportunity," he stated. "I really think we 
made an emotional type decision on the spur of the 
moment." 
Brewer said a program should be designed to suit all 
the parties involved, including parents. He said at 
present there is some attempt at preventative 
education at Skeena and Caledonia schools. 
"It is not enough however, and we must have a 
program which goes through the school system," he 
said. He said the board has been examining the in- 
stitution of such a program the last two months. 
,  ocreds cutresearchers  
has since made efforts to 
m j~,  
Ms,. Mackay, appearing 
shaken after the an. 
nouncement, said she would 
be meeting her lawyer, 
Robert Gardner of Van- 
couver, today and is con. 
templating legal action 
against the 31-member 
caucus. She also was in. 
volved in the tape-recording. 
Kempf said the party 
caucus had been polled by 
telephone in the last two 
days and a decision had been 
made to eliminate the 
research office. 
The move was made, he' 
said, in the light of budgeting 
decisions made last summer 
and the caucus had opted for 
changes to "restructure and 
reorganize" its support staff. 
But he added there was no 
intention to find the four 
party workers now jobs. 
':It's got~: to  do with 
that," said Kempf, when 
asked if the firings were 
related to the dirty tricks 
affair. "As far as I'm con- 
cerned, the lettel:s-tothe- 
editor affair was over and 
done with a long time ago." 
Kempf has been on the hot 
seat several times during the 
affair himself. As caucus 
chairman, he was expected 
to'discipline those who ad- 
vised party officers to send 
bogus letters. 
l]ut Ms. Mackay refused a
reprimand and one-month 
suspension without pay for 
her part in the affair, saying 
she was acting under the 
authority of party officials. 
Instead, she hired Gardner 
to look after her Interests. 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Social 
Credit MLAs abruptly elimi. 
unfed Tuesday an office that 
has been a source of embar- 
rassment for them since 
September by firing their 
four remaining research 
employees, 
"I guess some of us are 
Scrooges," caucus chairman 
Jack Kempf said In response 
to a reporter's remark that 
the firings were "nice 
Christmas presents." 
Among those fired was 
Ellen Mackay, a researcher 
who was a key figure In the 
recent socalled political 
dirty tricks revelations, 
which involved the sending 
of letters with phoney 
signatures to newspaper 
editors in an effort to 
discredit the New 
Democratic Party op. 
position. 
Kempf, MLA for Omineea, 
denied the sackIngs were 
connected with the scandal 
which is under Investigation 
by the RCMP. Two of the 
fired researchers who talked 
with reporters said they felt 
the dirty tricks are behind 
their dismissal. 
The jobs of the four 
researchers were eliminated 
immediately and Kempf 
gave the employees five 
minutes notice before an- 
nouncing the decision to 
reporters. 
The four, researchers Ms. 
Mackay, Bob Husband, and 
Susan Cowan,and their 
secretary Penny Lifton will 
be given severance pay, said 
Kempf. However, Husband 
and Ms. Cowan have worked 
for the caucus for only four 
months and under provIncial 
labor law, six months em- 
ployment is needed to qual. 
ify for severance pay. 
Jack Kelly, a fifth em- 
ployee in the office, resigned 
Oct. 9 after a tape recording 
was produced on which he 
was heard advocating dirty 
tricks to defeat the NDP. He 
Ms. Mackay said each 
member M the office, was 
given a l~tter saying their 
services were no longer 
required but there was no 
explanation provided. 
The dirty tricks affair stir. 
faced in September when 
Premier Bill Bennett was un 
a business trip in Asia but 
the tapes involving Kelly and 
Ms. Mackay were sent to 
party constituency officers 
before last May's provincial 
election. 
Since the revelations, 
many forged letters have 
been revealed and three 
party officials, Kelly, 
George Lenko, executive 
assistant to Human 
Resources Minister Grace 
McCarthy, and ROU Grieg, 
an assistant commu- 
nications adviser to Bennett, 
have resigned. 
T ries win tax vote 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  The 
minority Progressive 
Conservative government 
easily won approval in 
principle Tuesday for its 
election promise of major 
tax breaks for home.owners. 
By a vote of 138 to 114, the 
Commons gave second 
reading to legislation to put 
the mortgage interest and 
property tax credit plan into 
effect this year. 
Liberals and New 
Democrats made no real 
attempt to defeat i and three 
Liberals broke ranks and 
joined three Social Crnditers 
to support he government. 
Seventeen other Liberals, 
including four paired with 
absent Conservatives and 
five New Democrats and two 
Social Crediters did not vote, 
The three Liberals who 
voted to send the tax credit 
plan on to committee were 
George Baker from the 
Newfoundland riding of 
Gander-Twillingate, Marcel 
Roy of the Quebec riding of 
Laval, and Joseph-Roland 
Comptois of the Quebec 
riding of Terrebonne. 
Liberal whip Tom 
Lefebvre said he was unable 
to account for all those not 
voting. NDP whip Lorne 
Nyatrom said his party's five 
missing members had 
commitments in their con- 
atitueneies. 
Both the Liberals and NDP 
had spoken out strongly 
against the tax credit 
scheme on the grounds that 
it offers no benefits to most 
Canadian householders. 
Social Credit had also 
raised criticisms, but party 
leader Fabien Roy supported 
the minority government as 
he has in the past. 
The two main opposition 
parties made it clear 
Tuesday they would continue 
to press the Conservatives 
for changes in the plan, next 
year if not this year. Both 
want to help renters and 
homeowners ineligible for 
benefits because their in. 
comes are too low. 
The vote on the tax credit 
plan came just one day after 
the latest GaIlup poll showed 
voter support for the Con- 
servatives down sharply and' 
the Liberals ahead in popu- 
larity. 
Scrooge is 
alive here 
Scrooge is alive and well In 
British Columbia with the 
holiday humbug attitude. 
Just ask employees at 
provincial government of- 
flees. 
Provincial Secretary Evan 
Wolfe said Tuesday that 
40,000 civil servants won't 
necessarily get a day off 
Dec. 24 for a longer 
Christmas break. 
"As far as we're con- 
cerned," said Wolfe, "Dec. 
24 is a working day." 
The Overwaitea store in the new City Centre Mall 
extension In Kit;mat is opened by, left to right, Ron 
Olmstead, district manager; Garry Yorga, store 
manager; Fdtimat Mayor George Them and Doug 
Townsend, vice-president of Overwaitea. The new 
store covers an area of 27,000 square feet. and has a 
staff of 40 people, 30 of which come from the old store 
in the upper level of the City Centre Mall. 
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No snow. 
a concern  
By JIM POLING 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- It's 
not even beginning to look a 
bit like Christmas to some 
Yukon and northern British 
Columbia residents. 
In fact, it's passible that 
santa's leigh runners will 
be throwing sparks when 
they touch down in places 
like Whitehorse, Prince 
George and Fort Nelson less 
than three weeks from now. 
There simply has not been 
enough snow yet to cushion 
an overloaded sleigh and an 
overweight pilot.. 
No snow at this time of 
year is almost unheard of in 
the North. However, some 
communities have been 
shattering long-standing 
drought records. 
In Prince George, 800 road 
kilometres north of Van- 
couver, diehard duffers 
were still firing white bails 
around the golf courses last 
weekend. Some snow fell 
Monday, but only a meagre 
one centimetre remained 
Tuesday. 
There wasn't a flake to be 
found at Fort Nelson, the far 
northeastern B.C. com- 
snowiess. The weatherman 
says only flurries -- no 
major falls -- are in sight. 
"Yes, it is unusual," said 
the Whitehorsa weatherman, 
"We usually get 23 can- 
timetres of snow in 
November alone," 
He's lived in Whitehorse 25 
years and has never seen a 
green Christmas there. 
The skiers and snowmobile 
enthusiasts are upset. But to 
pass t ime,  they can go 
skating on smaller lakes that 
have frozen clear as glass. 
The weatherman says the 
absence of snow has left the 
ice so clear that "fish can be 
seen swimming below." 
November was the fifth 
consecutive month of below- 
normal 'precipitation in 
Prince George. Total 
precipitation during No- 
vemhar was 2.8 millimetres, 
the lowest since 1921, when 
recordkesping began. 
A normal November in 
Prince George sees 19.1 
millimetres of rain and 39.4 
centimetres of snow, for a 
total  l iqu id -measure  
precipitation of 54.9 milli- 
metres. 
"We've got a real drought 
The bug division Legion team of the Terrace Minor 
Hockey League are presented Saturday with new 
uniforms valued at $500. From left to right: Mary Ann 
Burdett, president of the Royal Canadian Legion 
branch 13, Brian Piwek-team captain, coach Don 
Maitland, Cory Killoran.asslstant captaln, and Kelth 
Trask sports officer for the Terrace Legion branch. 
Unhappily, the bugs lost their match'on Saturday 3-I 
to the Elks. 
Photo by Don Schaffsr 
NEWS BRIEFS 
MONTREAL (CP) -- A 
millionaire veteran' of the 
Quebec publishing industry 
and a new arrival to the 
business are in a winner- 
take-nil race to launch a new 
English-language tabloid 
here. 
The veteran is Pierre Pe- 
ladeau, president of 
Quebecor Inc. whose 
publishing interests include 
the racy and highly- 
prof i table Journal de 
Montreal and Journal de 
Quebec. 
The newcomer is Nick Auf 
der Maur, a part-time radio 
I 
broadcaster and former 
columnist at the Montreal 
star, whose demise in 
September left a gap in the 
market and prompted the 
race for a competitor to 
Montreal's only English- 
language daily, The Gazette. 
"There's only room for one 
(more)," Auf der Maur said 
Tuesday. 
"It's a question of who gets 
off the mark flrat and who 
has the most credibility with 
the readership," ha said. 
"We have a much better 
• chance of prodncing a much 
better product." 
Deportation cancelled 
NABLUS, Occupied West old mayor, Bassam Shakaa. 
Bank (AP) -- Israel can- 
celled a deportation order 
against the militant 
Palestinian mayor of Nablus 
today and allowed him to 
return home in triumph. 
The decision marked a 
turnabout for Israel, which 
was strongly criticized by 
the United States, Egypt and 
the United Nations for 
moving to expel the 48-year- 
Shakaa, who had been 
jailed since Nov. II, was 
greeted by thousands of 
celebrating Nablus residents 
and pelted with rose petals 
when he returned home. 
Israel's military governor, 
Brlg.-Gsn. Binyamin Ben- 
Eliezer, in announcing the 
decision, said Shakaa was 
freed on condition that "his 
functions will be limited to 
municipal matters." 
munity that is the final 
jumping off point to the 
Yukon. 
If that's not startS, con- 
sider the Yukon capital of 
Whitnhores. 
That city, Just down the 
road from where a snowy 
and frostbitten Sam McGee 
was cremated in Robert 
Sorvlce's famous poem, is 
CAT8 WAN~rED 
UPP ING~,  England 
(CP) --  Cats have been in- 
vited to audition for a part in 
a drama prnduetion to be 
staged by Artn Theatre in 
Uppingimm~ The producers 
have advised that the sac- 
cessful cat must be docile, 
goad.tempered and fond of 
bright lights. 
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going here," said the weath- 
erman.other, northern corn-and Piracy with paint now Mosque ra iders  facet ra i l  munities do have snow, but JEDDAH (Reuter) ---= Late Tuesday, Soudi tele- 
After 15 days of bloody vision showed film of the ex- not much. Dense Lake in  
northwestern B.C. fighting with Saudi troops in hausted survivors of the 
Watson Lake in the southern BEIRUT (AP) -- The more that 50 lost freighters the Middle East, was prac- shipper. It was renamed the which about 135 people died, group, many of them 
the surviving attackers of wounded. The leader of the Yukon had reported one 
centimetre ofwhite stuff on 
the ground. 
Weather forecasters ay 
the situation is starting to 
look grim for the spring 
runoff next year. 
However, the immediate 
concern for northern folks, 
especially the little ones, is 
that heavily.laden sleigh. 
Not to worry, says one 
forecaster. 
"The odds are always with 
santa. It might ake a while, 
but there'll be plenty of snow 
for Christmas." 
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The Family 
pirates of Lebanon fly no 
Jolly Roger and clench no 
knives between their teeth. 
The tools of the modern 
pirate are paintbrushes and 
a fat cheauebook. 
Under l)ainthrnsh piracy, 
old freighters are sold to new 
owners after leaving for 
their destination, While the 
ship is still at sea, a new 
name is painted on and a new 
flag is hoisted, Its cargo is 
resold and unloaded at an 
illegal port. 
Since the 1975-76 Civil war, 
have been sighted off 
Lebanon's 155-kllometre- 
long coast. 
Samir Baroudi, a lawyer 
for several shipping in- 
surance companies, ays he 
knows of more than $150 
million in illegally seized 
cargo that has been unloaded 
at illegal ports in Lebanon. 
The ports and the pfracy 
sprang up after the civil war 
because government  
authority was all but 
destroyed. The port of 
Beirut, once the busiest in 
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tically paralysed because of 
disputes between Christian 
militia forces and Syrian 
peacekeeping troops. 
A Beirut banker said 
legitimate importers cannot 
compete with the paintbrush 
pirates -- a 26.inch West 
German color television set 
costs about $2,e00 if pur- 
chased legally. A smuggled 
set costs less than half that. 
The tale of the Betty is a 
typical case of paintbrush 
piracy. 
The Betty, originally 
owned by Pero Shipping Co. 
Ltd. of Cyprus, sailed from 
Yugoslavia on Aug. 16, 
bound for Jidda, Saudl 
Arabia. Instead of going to 
Five Stars and given a 
Panamanian flag. 
On Sept. 3, the old owners 
telexed an Italian company 
that had chartered the ship 
to say that he Five Stars had 
sailed from Pflns Sept. I, 
destined for Jidda. Sandi 
authorities were told to 
expect it around Sept. 14. 
But by Sept. 4, the Five 
Stars was well on its way to 
one of 20 or so illegal ports in 
Lebanon. 
The ports, usually ringed 
by barbed-wire, consist of a 
roughly-built pier, a couple 
of rowboats, a crone and a 
few trucks. Armed teenagers 
usually stand guard. 
Shipping sources aid the 
captain and his crew were 
bought off for $350,000 and 
the Grand Mosque at Mecca 
now face the prospect of 
going on trial for their lives• 
The siege of Islam's holiest 
shrine was officially 
declared over Monday 
following a final assault by 
saudi forces in which the last 
of the armed Moslem rebels 
were either killed or cap- 
tured. 
attack, Juhaiman al-Oteiba, 
was seen glaring at the 
camera from a hospital bed, 
looking filthy and 
disheveled. 
Interior Minister Prince 
Nayef ibn Abdulazlz said 
about 60 Saudi soldiers and 
75 of the rebels were killed in 
the two weeks of fierce 
fighting at the mosque. 
Dead rock fansmourned 
CINCINNATI (Reuter) -- 
As a shocked city mourned 
the deaths of 11 rock music 
fans trampled in a stampede 
into a concert by the British 
group The Who, city leaders 
met Tuesday to decide how 
to prevent such a 
catastrophe in future. 
things happening in other 
countries, but they never 
imagined people could be 
trampled to death here in 
America." 
The Who continued its tour 
Tuesday night with a per- 
formance in Buffalo before 
17,000 fans that was the Suez canal, the Betty 
stopped at Pilos island in the cargo-  cast iron, tax- dedicated to those killed 
Greece for repairs and tiles, ceramic tiles, timber, "People are stunned," Money. 
fueling. , scrub brushes and locks --  said one Cincinnati police "We re totally shattered'," 
~. It stayed at Pilos until the was sold for.lmlf-pi'ice,.$,3.5 officisl::~:'They . . just can't the group's leader, Roger 
"end of August. Daring that million,-' . ' i ./~.. , ffelieve "it 'i'eally happened Dal~ry, told ~ Tuesday's 
time, Pero sold the Betty to In mid.October, Baroudi the way it did people night's audience. "But life. 
asked the Lebanese engulfed in a crushing goes on. We lost a lot .of 
another Cyprus-based government to seize the .ship, human wave. family yesterday• This 
buttheFiveStarsslippeaout "They read about such shaw's for them." 
Canadian - A few days later, a ship 
named the Aires docked at Carter a candidate 
dol lar  up G..oe discovered traces of "the WASHINGTON (AP) -- equally subdued and brief 
MONTREAL (CP) -  The name Betty on the bow. President Carter's re- television address. 
Canadian dollar took a 
ginger step above the 86 
cents U.S. in opening trading 
on North American money 
markets Tuesday, but 
retreated into the ~.cent 
range by the day's close. 
The dollar opened at 66.07 
cents U.S. Tuesday,.traded 
at a steady 85.98 throughout 
the morning and slipped 
steadily to close at 85.90. 
Monday's close was 85.93. 
C loser  examinat ion  
disclosed the outlines of 
other names --  Five Stars', 
Black Eagle 'and Malaga. 
Officials in Piraeus 
arrested three Greeks, in- 
cluding the owner of the 
Betty and the owner of the 
Five Stars, but Baroudi said 
the Lebanese involved have 
little to worry about -- 
Lebanon's courts have been 
crippled since the war. 
DeLCan 
DeLeuw Cather 
Canada Ltd. 
Willis 
Cunliffe 
Tait 
& Company Ltd. 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
R.S. Cunliffe, Bruce Talt, 
P. Eng. P. Eng. 
Mr. S.J. Cunliffe, Chairman of the Board 
of DeLCan, is pleased to announce the 
election of R.S. (Ray Cunliffe) and Bruce 
Tait as Directors of fhe Company. 
Mr. Ray Cunliffe is Vice President 
Operations for Willis, Cunliffe, Tait & 
Company, and Vice President Operations, 
Pacific Region, for DeLCan. He is 
responsible for the coverage of engineering 
services of the merged companies through 
the 9 Branch Offices In the region. Mr. 
Cunllffe's office wil l  be continued at 313 
Columbia Street, New Westminster. 
Mr. Bruce Tait is Vice President 
Operations, Nanaimo, B.C. He wil l  continue 
to maintain his offices at 321 Wallace Street, 
Nanalmo. 
Both Mr. Cunllffe and Mr. Tait bring to 
the DeLCan Board approximately 30 years 
of varied engineering and management 
experience. 
election campaign is off and 
running, but without the 
candidate, who says the 
crisis in Iran made it diffi- 
cult for him even to an- 
nnunce his candidacy, much 
less campaign. 
But Carter's wife, 
Rosalynn, Vice-President 
Walter Mondale and a corps 
of surrogates were hitting 
the campaign trail today 
after Carter's sombre East 
Room announcement  
Tuesday, followed by an 
"My campaign travels 
must be, for a time, pmt- 
poned," Carter said. "While 
the crisis continues, I must 
be present to define and to 
lead our response to an ever- 
changing situation of the 
greatest sensitivity and im- 
portance." 
Carter even passed up a 
fundraising gala at a 
Washington hotel only a few 
blocks from the White 
House, sending Mrs. Carter 
and Mondale in his place.: 
Natural foods not really 
MONTREAL (CP) -- they were free of chemicals. 
Several "natural" food 
products on sale here contain 
the same chemical additives 
found in ordinary foods, the 
Quebec Order of Chemists 
has charged. 
President Jean-Claude 
Richer told a news con- 
ference Tuesday that 
chemists from the order had 
analysed the natural food- 
stuffs last month and found 
they contained preservatives 
or monosedium glutamate 
while their labels claimed 
Among the products 
tested, Richer said, Vogel 
brand peanut all and 
bi0margarlne and Le 
Naturiste margarine and 
sunflower all contained two 
anti-oxidant preservatives: 
Lesser amounts of the pre- 
servatives were also found in 
Hain sesame oil, Erewhon 
corn oil, Golden Harvest 
soya oil and Canasoy soy 
butter although the labels 
said the contrary, the 
president said. 
Island bought for eagles 
SEATTLE (AP) -- A 
national conservation 
organization has bought an 
island off the north 
Washington coast which pro- 
rides a nesting place for bald 
eagles, and hopes to raise 
funds to buy another. 
Sixteen-acre Sentinel 
Island is one of the most 
important remaining natural 
areas in the San Juan 
islands, said Elliot Marks, 
director of the Washington 
field office of the Nature 
Conservancy. 
The purchase price is 
$250,-000, Marks said 
Tuesday. The conservancy 
also hopes to raise another 
$175,000 by a May 15 deadline 
to buy It.acre Yellow Island, 
also in the San Juans, he 
said. 
Sentinel Island "is par- 
ticularly significant as an 
active bald eagle nesting 
area and also contains 
nesting habitat for other 
important bird species, as 
well as exceptionally un- 
touched flora and intertidal 
Ills," Marks said. 
South Africa expelled 
NEW DELHI (Reuter) -- 
South Africa was expelled 
today from a conference of 
the International Atomic 
Energy Agency in New 
Delhi. 
The conference voted 49 to 
24 in favor of a Nigerian 
resolution to reject the 
credentials of the South 
Afr;can delegation. ' There 
were nine abstentions. 
Sorth Africa's chief 
delegate, J.W.J. Villiers, 
described the conference 
action as blatantly illegal 
and politically motivated. 
The Vienna-based IAEA, 
whose annual conference 
opened in New Delhi on Mon- 
day, is an autonomous body 
of the United Nations and 
reports to the General 
Assembly. 
South African delegates 
had left the conference hail 
by the time the vote result 
was announced. 
. . . . . .  / 
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Wells to stay 
The board of trustees of Joyce Krause. 
School District 88 announced "it will allow us time to 
Tuesday night that the find a replacement for his 
tenure of Ted Wells, position of secretary- 
secretary.treasurer fo the treasurer," she said. "He is 
board, has been extended an a valuable employee and 
additional three years, he'll be difficult o replace." 
Wells, who has been with Wells, for his part, ex- 
the school district for 23 'pressed pleasure at the 
years, was due to retire in prospect of an additional 
April 1980 when he would three years on the job. He 
reach retirement age of 65. said he enjoys the work and 
However, Wells had in. noted the fact the board 
dicated he would be requested he stay on the Job 
receptive to an offer to stay was a key factor in his 
on the job for a few more decision to postpone 
years, retirement. 
The board took Wells up ca While Wells' attendance at
that offer, said Trustee beard meetings will continue 
for the next three years, 
Tuesday's meeting was the 
last one for Trustee Elaine 
Johnson. Johnson, who has 
served on the board for six 
years, decided not to run for 
re-election on Nov. ft. Jack 
Cook, the chairman of the 
hoard, said Johnson was a 
valuable member and her 
ideas and suggestions tothe 
board would be missed, The 
board then accorded the 
outgoing trustee a standing 
ovation. Johnson will be 
replaced by Diane MeKay, 
who was elected by ac- 
clamation. 
Refugees children learning 
Frank Hamilton, the the refugeb children at- attending E.T. Kenney 
superintendant of schools for tending local schools. 
School District 88; is Hamilton said Tuesday 
satisfied with the progress of there are seven youngsters 
Howard demands 
Ed Oldfleld's Art Club from Skeena Junior Secondary School in and was painted by her and the other members of the club. Hum- 
Terrace pose with Cary Humphrey, pool manager, in front of the phrey was at $keena to accept he mural on behalf of the pool. 
mural the art club created for the L-shaped wall in the pool building. Pictured left to right are Humphrey, Oldfleld, Staeey Muchowski, 
The mural was designed by Treasa Kenn~y (second from right), Laurie Anonby, Kenney and Paul Western. Photo by Don ~chaffer 
AND IT'S LIVE 
Doubles is a pleasure 
By DON 8CHAFFER' Burroughs, Michele Butler , 
Herald Staff Writer is the owner. 
The Terrace Little I am, like most people 
Theatre's production of brought up in front of the TV 
Doubles, a farce by Fred set, suspicious o f  live 
Carmichael,. provides an • productions of any kind, if 
entertainlng'two h urs of only for the reason that we 
comedy for those who would are conditioned tobelieve in 
'foreaske their TV sets to the great boon of video-tape 
venture out into the slush, delay and the editing out of 
Doubles is a farcical mistakes as the highest form 
comedy set in a small resort of performing art. Such is 
hotel in Mexico, and corn- not the case, as anyone who 
prises two acts which are in ' has seen a really good stage 
fact separate plays con- production or a really poor 
netted by setting and the TV show can attest. 
characters of Wilton 
happens in any live 
production, o matter who is 
involved. 
I enjoyed it. The first 
vignette was about two 
couples staying in the ad. 
joining rooms, represented 
by a very well-made set. One 
couple is a lady screen. 
writer and her new lover, the 
other is a ham actor and a 
young girl with whom he is 
trying to recover his lest 
youth, and guess who has 
been recently separated 
from each other. 
The audience obsarves the 
actor and the screen.writer 
each having their last fling. 
Shelly," played byi.~Cin~y 
Johnson, and Chrlsfoph~i', 
Brian Koran, portray the 
couple who are 'trying to 
escape from each other's 
Burroughs and her two The performance of 
• Msistenta, Luz and Julian. Doubles I saw was well 
.,..= . . . . . . .  worththe tHplnto the brand. 
' Luz ahd Julian, Penny new snow fast Friday night. 
Kent and Mark LaPrairle, Sure, there were one or two 
are the domestic assistants stumbled-up lines and the 
who clean up the hotel, and odd missed cue, but this 
influence, while David 
Dossor as Howard and 
Denise Kenney as Jackie are 
their at-first-wilting victims. 
The second act concerns a
heroin conspiracy and three 
older people who are trying 
to enjoy their last few days in 
AjiJic, the small Mexican 
town. 
Janet MeColl as Amy 
Dlmston, Ken Morton as 
Donald Steed and Donner as 
• Simon Clugg are the three 
put, upon vacationers who 
unwittingly become part of 
the smugglers' plot, these 
' ~l la==lvr==~= ~u==. . . *v l~n l  u=.M~J~iV l ' l ; I  91 | I l l ;  i i l~ l : " l ) l J i l ' i [~ l [ I  a I ,  IJIILIIIlC O!  
Jackie (Denise Kenney) in Doubles, Fred Carmlchael's farce now 
pla)4ng at the Terrace Little Theatre, 3625 Kalum Street. Photo bY EU Vud,n 
A "nugget" of 
information: 
back up system 
MLA Frank Howard 
(NDP-Skecna) says Eurocan 
Pulp and Paper Ltd. should 
be required to set up a back- 
up generator source to 
prevent any possible 
recurrence of the November 
fire which destroyed its 
Kitimat mill precipitator. 
According to Howard, the 
fire was caused in part by a. 
power outage in Kitimat. 
"It seems to me that, ff an 
alternative electrical 
generating source had been 
available to keep the 
Cascades (the pollution 
control equipment) in 
required to install such an 
alternative electrical energy 
source to be on sland-by in 
Majodty control of B.C. mining 
is in Canadian hands. 
Foreign investment is important to B.C.'s mining industry, 
helping to develop new mines and create more jobs for British 
Columbians, But the dominant factor is still Canadian,..with 
55% of the control of B.C. mining operations in Canadian 
hands.* Mining development in B.C. Is proceeding at a strong, 
steady rate,,.and it's happening in a way that benefits our 
province and our country, 
THE MINING ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
"Building a stronger B.C:' 
'Sourcn: 1978 Price Watorhouso study of B.C. mining induslry. 
Primary School, and four 
others at Skeena Junior 
Secondary School. All the 
youngsters are enrolled in an 
intensive English as a 
second language program. 
Hamilton said the problem 
of adapting to a new 
language is alleviated 
somewhat inthat some of the 
children have some 
knowledge or previous ex- 
posure to English. 
"I was watching one of the 
youngsters inclass the other 
day and it was gctng very 
well," he commented. 
"I would suspect at the 
rate they are going, many of 
these pupils will be able to 
communlesto by the end ot 
June," he said. 
He indicated constant 
contact is being kept with the 
department of employment 
and immigration as to the 
possibility of additional 
being Johnston as Lily, 
Koven as Max and Jshn 
Rickette asGeorge. This plot 
is a typically cornpllested" 
detective-story spoof, and 
proceeds at a breakneck 
pace. 
No Laurence Olivlar was 
in the cast, but hell, this is 
local theatre and, as far as 
comedy is supposed to be 
funny. 
That's what counts, as far 
as I'm concerned. 
operation then the fire would 
not have started and we 
wculdn t now be faced with a 
pollution problem in 
Kitimat," be said. 
"Eurocan should be~ 
case there are power failures 
in the future." 
The Skecna blLA said he 
would present his suggestion 
to Stephen Rogers, the new 
B.C. environment minister. 
families coming here in the 
future. Hamilton said there 
may be a few families 
coming'to New Hazelton in 
ithe near future, btit there is 
no confirmation yet. 
The 
H 
my experience goes, good 
local theatre at that. It isn't 
fair to criticize them on the 
basis of what is seen on 
Channel Nine. And that's not 
saying thecast was not good. 
They are, and although no 
Oscars are forthcoming, 
they brought he play off. 
Doubles was funny, When 
you come right down to it, a 
Mary Hatcher 
lost 85 pounds! 
"I coulcln't helieve how fast I
lost weight, and I did it 
ll Holiday Inn hotels 
cross Canadaare 
offering aspecial 
holiday price-25% off the 
regular oom rate for a 
minimum stay of two nights* 
The Holiday Inn Holiday 
Special. Luxury accommo- 
dation at a reduced price. 
With absolutely no reduction 
in the standards for which 
"Ever'3aime ,) 've come here 3,our 
daddy has saved one-quarter of tbe 
al~l)les and, because this is our 
fourth visit, this boliday season be's 
alrea# saved ul) all the a~les be's 
¢oin¢ to need to pay/or our room'. 
o 
I 
Holiday Inn is world-famous. 
Like big, bright rooms, 
colourTV, extra-long double 
beds, free guest parking, 
pools and saunas, baby- 
sitting service, "Teens Free" 
family plan, coffee shops, 
fine restaurants and a wide 
range of entertainment 
facilities. Enjoy a pleasing 
holiday break. 
or reservations, call 
toll-free: 1- (800) -268- 
ll;inSask.,Man., 
Ont., P.Q. and Maritimes, 
1-(800)-268-8980; in 
Toronto, 486-6400; in 
Montreal, 878-4321; your 
nearest Holiday Inn or 
your travel agent. 
wi lhout  feeling hungry  or  
nervous ,  
YOU CAN 
DO IT TOO!  
I 63f-3832 
There are more than 60 Holiday Inn hotels across Canada. 
Number one in people pleasing. 
'Prior reservations required. Special Package must be requested. Subjecl to availability. For any 2 consei:utive nights 
from Dec. 17/79 through Jan. 6/80. Excludes ski properties, special events, groups and conventions. 
I 
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EDITORIAL ! 
Is a driver's attitude towards other 
on the do,g 
situation 
By KNOX 
COUPLAND 
The community 
we live and work 
in is on the verge 
of an old 
fashioned range 
war .  
Instead of sheep 
herders and cattle 
ranchers ,  •the 
antagonists are 
livestock farmers 
Will it be necessary for a human being, 
to be mauled, permanently rpaimed or  
even killed before sanity prevails? 
'As a residential community we simply 
cannot allow animals to range freely on 
our streets. 
Dogs have an instinct to 'pack' and 
hunt prey. Believe it or not, your friendly 
family pet, after frolicking with the 
chi ldren, can become a frenzied 
predator when caught up in the ex- 
citement of the hunt. 
The results of a dog pack hunting down 
livestock and even other dogs are 
sickening. The retaliation of the farmers 
can be lust as swift and brutal. 
When emotions are running high the  
next logical step may seem to  be 
retaliation against the dog or livestock 
owner. 
The Herald calls on its readers to take 
immediate action before this crisis 
results in a human tragedy. Phone or 
write your aldermen, the mayor or your 
regional district representative today 
and demand our streets be made safe for 
our children as well as for both the 
livestock and occasional pet that does 
get free by accident. 
road users better at 8 a.m. Or 5 p.m.? 
Is the level ot driving skill" generally 
better at 12 noon or at 12 midnight? 
What makes a good driver? 
These are some of the questions the 
Canada Safety Council is asking each 
and every driver in Canada to-consider 
during the 1979 "Sate Driving Week." 
1he first two of these questions can 
onry be answered by each individual 
driver-for as humans, we differ. The 
object of the exercise is to encourage 
awareness of the times that might be our 
driving "weak" points. Of course, there 
are many other tactors that can play a 
part in the decision at any given time. 
1he 5atety Council is offering some 
suggested answers to the third question: 
A good driver must have: 
-knowledge of traff ic laws and 
regulations 
-driving skills 
-knowledge of defensive driving prac- 
tices and techniques 
-a vehicle that is mechanically fit and 
safe to drive 
-in good physical and mental health and, 
-a good attitude. 
The Council says..dn.,.a,,,leaflet just 
published fh'a~t all ot these are critical to 
safe driving, but the single most im- 
portant ingredient is the last-a good 
affitude. There is no substitute. 
A negative or poor attitude can be 
disastrous-even for a driver with all the 
other skills and qualities. 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
| 
Dear Sir: 
Most local observers 
would agree that there 
certainly is a rumbling of 
voices over the sa<alied 
Kemano II (or as we shah 
increasingly hear, the 
Kemano Completion 
Project). 
The Smithers 'Interior 
News' hae led in the regional 
investigation of Alcan'a 
Intentions. 'According to 
editorial comment, these 
reporters have been 
'stonewalled.' The Financial 
Post appears to have the 
inside track, On November 
10th, it reported that Alnan 
has the 'unique opportunity 
of doubling its hydro output 
(in B.C.).'Not an admission 
of intent, but more than a 
subtle hint, Combined with 
the fact that Alcan wishes to 
be known as an 'energy' 
stock, the evidence speaks 
for itself. 
The debate over fish loss 
and habitat destruction has 
begun, as Alean proceeds 
with its plans. The economic 
debate on fish dollars vs. 
aluminum is guaranteed to
be critical to the future of 
Keman if. Food vs, Metal. 
Interestingly, thls emphasis 
must be seen in light of the 
similarlty of strategy inbeth 
industries. 
The fishing industry ap 
pears determined to export 
more Canadian jobs with 
frozen, not fully processed 
fish to Japan. Simllarlly, 
Alcan's desire for further 
capacity hinges on further 
, I opportunities in the 
Japanese market. The ex. 
pert of Increased amounts of 
raw aluminum has arisen 
due to the increased costs of 
energy for smelting in 
Japan. Once again, the 
export of Jobs with raw 
material to a low cost wage 
area.Once again, Canadians 
are forced to buy back goods 
from another country and 
potentially hurt our balance 
of trade. All this is made 
passible due to the giveaway 
of inexpensive land and 
electrical capacity granted 
Alcan more than a 
generation ago. 
As with fish, the 
fabrication and production of 
aluminum goods moves out. 
Yet one can rest assured that 
Alcan will prompt i self as a 
'Good Corporate Citizen' in 
the up-coming debate. It will 
ignore the expert of jobs and 
talk instead of the benefit of 
increased employment in 
B.C. Certainly, a large 
number of construction jobs 
are possible, but what of 
permanent employment? 
As a person associated 
with the Building Trades, I
must take these jobs 
sorieasly, Of eourss, ifAlnan 
in trtily eonceroed about Job 
creation, an alternative 
exists. I'm certain that 
construction workers weuld 
be more tha|i pleased to 
build faclellties to further 
process aluminum ingots. 
Always willing to help create 
more Canadian Jobs in 
secondary manufacturingl 
Just a final note and oh. 
servatiou, as the war of 
words heats up. Alcan has 
other problems on its mind. 
There are reasom why this 
'Good Corporate citizen' has 
faced off with other coun- 
tries. Alcan's international 
reputation is, at best, 
~ estionable. I do believe at It would serve us well to 
learn from the experience of 
other nations in which this 
multinational has or dons 
under legislative controls in 
Jamaica, be accused of 
support of apatheld in South 
Africa, or economically 
support a military dic- 
tatorship in Brazil? Alcan's 
words must be weighed with 
an eye to these matters, 
Before one chooses sides in 
the Kemano debate, there 
certainly are many factors 
to consider, Fraternally, 
Paul Johnston 
and dog owners. We call on the District of Terrace and 
It is of little value to try to assess • the Regional District of Kiflmat 5flkine 
blame, as in most conflicts of this sort to take immediate action before !t is too 
there are strong arguments on both 
sides. 
The tally at this point is a number of 
dead sheep and at least two badly in. 
jured goats, as well as the known dead 
and missing dogs. Local doctors and 
hospital officials will also relate almost 
countless cases of people bitten by dogs 
here. No one, however, has been killed, 
,et. 
late. 
All dogs found loose on the streets 
must be impounded Immediately and 
without exception. The excuse that the 
manpower is not available is simply not 
good enough. 
Animals, that means dogs as well as 
livestock should be kept in proper en- 
closures and please, please keep the 
rifles and shotguns on the shelf. 
"Remember -- at the count of I0, you turn and fire at the tall, wimpy one, and I fire at the short, dumpy one." 
WHO LOSES? 
The Premiers battle 
By MARl WELCH 
TORONTO (CP) -- Ontario 
Premier William Davis doesn't like 
to play the numbers game when he 
discusses domestic ell prices. He 
prefers to talk about being 
Canadian. 
" I  am not a pocket-calculator 
nationalist and I am not about o do a 
cost-benefit analysis . of my 
citizenship," he said in a recent 
speech. 
But if backed into a corner he'll 
quote figures -- 60,000 jobs, $2.9 
bllllon in income, $5.4 billion in 
consumer costs. That's whet Ontario 
says quickly shoving the price of do- 
mestic etude toward world levels 
will cost Canada. 
Sure, Ontario acknowledges that 
Alberta gave up $15 billion by selling 
its oil to Canadians cheaply, 
But, us Davis often says, Ontarlo 
contributed $16 billion in federal 
transfer payments between 1967 and 
1977 to help other areas of Canada, 
"And the principle is not one of 
dollars," a Davis aide said. 
"You can't put a price on being 
Canad|an, We have to share the 
wealth." 
And the west wasn't worried about 
distorting the market in the 1960s 
when Ontario started paying more 
for Alberta oil under the Ottawa 
Valley agreement, he said. 
That's when the federal gov. 
ernment drew a line across the 
eastern end of Ontario, Areas to the 
east used imported oil which was 
cheaper at the time, those to the 
west paid more for Canadian crude, 
An energy ministry official said 
gasoline, which cost about 40 cents a 
gallon, cost one-half to one cent a 
gallon more because domestic oil 
.w.~ used, 
For about I0 years Ontario paid 
$35 million a year extra to use 
western oil -- until 1973 when in. 
ternational prices went out of night. 
"It was never a horrendous 
penalty," the official said, but 
Ontario paid it without fussing. It 
also helped eetabllsh adomestlc oil 
market. 
"It was the appropriate hing to do 
in the national interest." 
So William Davis talks about 
national interest. 
He told a recent federal.provincial 
meeting on all prising that "the 
ultimate security of our country has 
absolutely no place as a bargaining 
chip around this table," 
• Ontartous are willing to pay more 
for oil if the ex~'a earnings are 
pumped into ensuring energy self 
sufficiency for Canada, he said. 
"But we cannot accept achange in 
the existing price agreement that 
would generate windfall profits 
rather than oil security and 
economic recession rather than 
shared national growth." 
And Ontario doesn't agree that 
Alberta must line up diversified 
industries to fill in when the oil runs 
out, 
First, the all will be there for a 
long time. Davis told the first 
ministers that oil sands production 
will continue for 30 years with 
current echnology, 200 years with 
new technology. 
Secondly, without adding a penny, 
the $5-billion Heritage Trust Fund 
will be worth $10 billion by 1985. 
Alberta is running its affairs 
almost without axing its residents 
while the federal government and 
consuming provinces have huge 
deficits -- not exactly a stabilizing 
thing for Canada, Ontario officials 
say. 
Canada has oil while others, llke 
Japan and Germany, have none so it 
can set a "made.lncanada" price to 
keep its energy recourses cheaper. 
This will allow a competitive edge 
over other industrial nations rather 
than accepting an "artificial, erratic 
and soaring world price." 
Alberta Premier Peter Lougheed 
has promised Ontario the lowest- 
priced crude nil of any manufac- 
turing complex in the industrialized 
world even after a price raise. 
"We've always srgued that we 
should have that," Davis said in an 
interview. "It's in the national in. 
rarest o have it." 
He said Prime Mtnistr Clark, a 
Progressive Conservative like Davis 
and Longheed, seems to back this 
theory. And the Ontario premier is 
optimistic about other parts of his 
pricing package. 
It appears the western producing 
provinces and federal government 
don't want world prices, he hopes -- 
perhaps they will set a cost higher 
than Ontario would like but at least 
it won't double suddenly. 
Canadians pay $13.75 a barrel for 
domestic oil, the Organization of 
Petroleum Exporting Countries 
charge twice that. 
And Davis said the rest of the 
country basically accepts, the On- 
tario argument that Canada must' 
aim for energy security and im. 
proved self.sufficiency. 
But Ontario is alone in wanting the 
cost of Canadian crude oil kept well 
below world levels. Its premier was 
accused of being parochial as he 
battled alone at the federal. 
provincial level. 
Davis told the first ministers that 
raising the cost $4 a barrel next year 
and adding a 30-cent federal excise 
tax will take $700 from every 
Canadian household, 
"There cau be no question that you 
will risk a national recession." 
The premier has reminded the 
rest of the provinces that "a healthy 
Ontario means a healthy Canada." 
And Davis has used strong words 
over the situation, He told a recent 
dinner in Toronto he was developing 
"a slow burn" over the western view 
that Ontario is just greedy. 
"We're not saints here in Ontario 
but we have helped build this 
country and we have shared our 
abundant wealth with other 
Canadians in each and every region 
of this country -- no strings at- 
tacked." 
But there's a light side, too. At a 
federal Conservative fundralsing 
affair, Davis joked that he had heard 
Finance Minister John Cronbte was 
lannlng to give Ontario to Alberta 
his December budget, 
Ottaw;--So long in power--roughly 40of the pater'45 
years-the Liberals never change• ' 
They seem incapable of accomodating to  the 
changing circumstances of victory and defeat. . 
And that's understandable, for in all the years since. ~ 
the defeat of Conservative. . Prime, Minister, Richard,~ .  
Bedford Bennett m the mzd-1930 s they ve only once,, 
tasted the bitter fruit of rejection by the tax-;, 
~ThYers...untfl his Spring. 
ey suffered the first humiliation, briefly, for a ' 
shade more than five years, when. John Diefenbaker ' 
led his Conservatives out of nowhere in 1957-how time' i
flies, if was nearly 23 years ago-to take power. 
Now power to the Liberals is not just something to : 
sa~,or, the pleasure of personal ego-tripping, nor the 
profitable joy of rewarding your friends and allies. ::. 
It's more than even an incurable addlction~ 
Power has become regarded by the Liberals-after ~ 
all national supremacy Jong has been their way of'. 
political ife--as their personal possession. 
Not only do they deeply resent its loss in their every:; 
blood and hones, they simply can't comprenena i t . ,  
To them it has been, for years, beyond un-; 
derstanding that the usually appreciative taxpayers i 
should become disenchanted with the legislativel ' 
wonders they cause to come about. 
But it has happened. 
Twice now• . • 
First time with Dief. 
And now, this second time in 45 years with Joe ,. 
Clark. 
Their response has been totally irrational each time! 
In 1957 when the Conservatives-as surprised as the3f 
themselves were--astounded veryone by beating'  
them, the dogma of the divine right to rule had,: 
become, even then, so deeply engrained they re fused 
to accept it. 
So Lester Pearson, the freshman Liberal leader, 
naively was persuaded by Jack Pickersgill, who d 
' * " • ' h learned his tacks at Mackenzie King s knee, to ask t e 
newly triumphat Conservatives topolitely step aside 
and allow them to get on with the business of running 
the country, which, they believed in their hearts was 
so rightly theirs. 
Right there on the floor of Parliament,Mr. Pearson, 
in all sobriety, moved a non-confidence motion 
reading... 
"....In view of the desirability at this..t!me of having a 
government ple~lged, tQ ~ lem,  ent J~Jlbero| policies; 
"His i~'celle'ncy~ ~dvl~er~"(tlth~'was"~Dief and 
Company) should, in the opinion of this House, submit 
their resignations at once." 
H you saw and heard it that day, you'd never forget 
it. 
The House was thunderstruck, except for the 
Liberals who saw nothing extraordinary about'it. In 
their view the universe was unfolding as they thought 
it should. 
Then Diet replied, and the late Bert Herridge, NDP " 
member for an inter-mountain British Columbia 
riding; r.ema~ked that I~ief; in cutting up Pearson, had!:,. 
.~ "iran~sfdrm~dtse H~dse into an abbatoir." i~ 
. . . .  Which indeed he had?for 12 days lhter he used the,~", 
arrogantly presumptive Liveral motion as the 
springboard to an election that won him that record. ~ 
208 seats. 
Now on what they regard as the "wrong" side of the ' 
House, in Opposition, the Liberals are in the same • 
mood Of unrealism. 
They're challenging the Conservatives to tests o f  
voting strength in the minority House, and coming 
close. ., 
Oose to toppling the ngw,.~lark gover,~ment--and if 
they and the" NDP win' th~ t~o by-el~tioiik'thi~ month, "~ 
they'll have the troops for it--and close to disaster:: 
again. 
Arrogance beat them last Spring. 
And if they continue playing with fire in the House, 
arrogance will consume them again, for even the 
Liberals admit he country is in no mood, or financial ' 
shape, for a Winter election. 
I 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR, 
Dear Sir, 
The enclosed letter eceived no consideration, was merely 
read and filed, at the Council Meeting of Monday, November. 
251h. 
The incumbent alderman made the statement from a., 
public platform. The press reported it. He repeated it on 
radio the week of the municipal election The mayor became 
involved, 
When elected persons 
confront one another over 
public funds, it is in the 
public domain. 
Now thanks to the ob- 
servations of another 
alderman, the Gair Avenue 
paving arises. The job was 
done last August. The 
$14,000 cost is being borne 
out of general revenue. A
by-law should have been 
processed early last 
summer, and forwarded to 
the Inspector of 
Municipalities for ap- 
proval. Thus property 
owners on Gair Avenue (or 
any other street) carry the 
costs from the outset. This 
is the concept of Local 
Improvement Projects, 
The Clerk-Administrator 
has called it an oversight. 
"In our enthusiasm and 
haste to get the paving 
The Mayor and Council, 
Dear Sirs, 
During his recent 
campaigning for public 
office, to which he was re. 
elected, an incumbent 
alderman raised his ob- 
Jectiea to the spending of 
large sums of ramies from 
the 19T9 budget on frills. 
When challenged on this at 
the Regular .Meeting of 
Council on "Tuesday, 
November 13th, the 
alderman stood by his 
alitement. 
..Does it not seem 
reasonable to expect .that 
the public will be fully 
enlightened m this matter: 
how the monies were ac- 
cumulated, and how they 
were spent? 
81ncerley, 
Gerry Duffus. r 
done, we forgot to put - 
through a by-law', or words to that effect. There are three ' 
muntcipal officers whose salaries and allowances are in the 
neightbourhood f $30,000, each. Their responsibllties are to, 
check, double check and triple cheek the correct ': 
documentation to/" the collection and disbursement of public 
monies, and whatever other detail is involved Being three in : 
number, this is a triple guarantee, a back up against : 
mistakes. "Oversights" should not occur. 
With due respect, Mr. Editor, I ask you, in view of the ~ 
statement and rebuttal regarding the '79 budget, and the 
Gair affair, is the public from whom the monies are collec- 
ted, the public who pays, not entitled to know in detail how, 
why and where9 " • 
.Sincerely, 
': ~C_JPl~;~d fP~'.~ 
• , • • . . . .  - 
1 
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 JAYCEE WEEK- DEC. 3-8 
WE BELIEVE: ' 
That faith in God gives meaning and 
purpose to human life; 
That the brotherhood of man 
transcends the sovereignty of nations; 
That economic justice can best be 
won by free men through free 
enterprise; 
That government Should be of laws ' 
rather than of men; 
That earth's great treasure lies in 
human personality; 
And that service to humanity is 
the best work of life. 
Thura. De,,. 6 at 7 p.,n. 
In~e 
Congratulations 
%UADRA 
TRAv t * 
NEW QUADRA TRAVEL 
4646 Lakelse Ave. 635-2281 
GORDON & ANDERSON 
offers 
600D LUCK 
to the 
TERRAOE JAYOEES 
during 
JAYOEE WEEK 
Gordon & Anderson 
4606 Lazelle five. 636-66"/6 
Good .&¢ek 
Terrace Jayeees 
F INNING 
46|1 Keilh Ave, 631J-7144 
. Thes wvk ~, , le r  3-8~ ha~ l ,n  ~ ~ 
"Jay~ Wvk"In Te~,e¢. The Terr=, Jayeva a,,d 
~ Ter~na Jayevs would ~e t~ Inv~ ~ yo,,ng 
persons b~c~en ~ aqes. o~18 and 39 t~ a 
~ . . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~  
Terraee a,,d Tmrcna Jayeees wordd li~ ~ ~ 
t~ e~In  w~t Jayevs i~ all a~.  
o~r 500,000 In over 9,000 eom,,,unm~ l ,  over 95 
e~va~,les onall slx eontlncnts. 9,o,n a small eqlnnlng 
~splr~andpurposeof~Jaye, snowr~,eh~snearly 
,veryfr~nat lonln~wo~ 
T, blnd ~ more abo~ Jayevs ~,,C ~ sp ,~ 
"Jayevs er~tat~n ~/~':  Thw, s~ ~ 6~, 
7 p.,,v at ~ Z,kelse Hoal Banq~ 
Up=n ~ ~,ens ob ~ b~,e~ tf, e tv,,s ob 
eoundzss~w~satdownt=waC,,,~wf,~ 
~. . .wasted o.nd d,~ 
Let it be known that I, c. D. MARONEY Mayor of the 
District of Terrace, by the powers vested in me do hereby 
declare that, 
WHEREAS, the civio bodies and service organizations of 
our community and the departments of the 
government recognize the great service 
rendered to this community by the Terraoe 
Jayeees; 
WHEREAS, this organization of young people has con- 
tributed materially to the betterment of this 
community throught the year; 
WHEREAS, the Terrace Jaycees work toward their motto, 
"Build a Better Person and Build a Better 
World", by important activities such as 
Leadership Training, Effective Speaking and 
Parliamentary Procedure Courses; 
NOW THEREFORE, I, C. D. Maroney, Mayor of the'District 
of Terraced do hereby proclaim the week of 
December 2nd - 9th, 1979 as "JAYCEE WEEK", 
and urge all citizens of oum community to 
give full consideration to the future services 
of the Pacific Region Jaycees, 
November 28.  1979 
"GOD .SAVE THE QUEEN" 
C, Dave Maroney 
Mayor 
Here's to the ' 
q 
• Terrace Jaycees  
q 
A job well done! 
ii managem ent 
ii from the and staff, 
congratul ations 
to the hard working 
Terrace Jaycees 
Tf.qTEM 
Furniture & Appliances 
4554 Lakelse Ave. 635.1158 
t~ 
over ~e yew,s, 
~od £uek 
~, y~r mrm/,rs~p dr~s ~d 
any f~me pro/Ws. 
i~ I
4648 £akdse Av~. 635-6142 
' I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
l , 
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Fed Up With 
GDOiled Hams 
By Ab iga i l  Van  Buren  
1979 by Chsclg0 Trlbune.N.Y. News Synd, In,',. 
DEAR ABBY: In response to ACTRESS, who criticized 
those in the audience for rushing out of the theater the 
minute the performance is over instead of sticking around 
for all the curtain calls: 
I go to the ticket window, lay down my hard-earned 
money hoping to get my money's worth in entertainment, l 
sit through the performance, then down comes the curtain. 
End of show. Then I get up and leave. 
Why should I either remain in my seat or stand up and 
keep applauding those egomaniacs and shouting "Bravo!" 
like a nincompoop7 I paid THEM to perform for ME. I 
should be applauded for buying the ticket. Without me, and 
others like me, they would be in the unemployment line 
because those ego-loaded showoffs would rather starve to 
death than do menial work. 
Why should entertainers be treated like gods? Have you 
ever heard of three curtain calls for a neurosurgeon? 
JOE S. IN SALEM, N.Y. 
DEAR JOE= No. But it could be "curtains" for the Patient 
of a neurosurgeon who turns in a poo.r perlormuneel 
DEAR ABBY: About six months ago my husband started 
acting nervous and preoccupied. He also started working 
late at his office and on weekends-something he rarely did. 
We've been married 16 years, have a nice family, and have 
often said that ours was one of the few really *'good" mar- 
riages we knew of. 
A week ago, I received a phone call in the middle of the 
afternoon from a woman who refused to identify herself, but 
said she thought I should know that my husband was having 
an affair with a young woman who works in his office. Then 
she mentioned the woman's name. I recalled my husband 
telling me that he had employed a young, unmarried woman 
by that name about a year ago. I fell apart• 
When my husband came home, I told him about he call 
and knew from his reaction it was true. I cried. He cried, too, 
and then confessed that he had had an affair with her, but 
broke it off two weeks ago, telling her it was a regrettable 
mistake, and be would get ber a job elsewhere. He said she 
seemed to accept his decision. Then he asked me to listen in 
onthe telephone extension while he called someone. I did. I 
recognized the voice at once as the woman who bad phoned 
me! She called, hoping I would throw my husband out and 
give her a clear fieldl . . . .  
I've forgiven my husband,.but l 'msti l l  hurting some. I'm 
glad I didn't act foolishly in haste. Perhaps ome other wife 
will be wiser for my experience. 
If you print this, please don't use my name. 
GETTING OVER IT 
DEAR ABBY: Your advice to LONGING FOR 
MOTHERHOOD was the worst! She wanted a baby but had 
no husband or boyfriend, so she was considering asking a 
fellow to do her a favor and father her child. You told her 
"scrap the ideal" Why? 
If a woman wants a baby, why should she have to marry a 
man she may not love just to have one? If she's longing for 
motherhood, married or not, that's the time to do something 
about it. 
Today a woman has the right to have an abortion if she 
wants one, so why shouldn't she have the right to have a 
baby if that's what she wants? 
FREEDOM FOR ALL 
DEAR FREEDOM: I'm all for a woman's right to have a 
baby If she wants one. But i could not in good conscience go 
along with her idea of "asking a fellow to do her a favor" to 
nchieve motherhood. 
Yourlndividual 
Horoscope 
@ 
Frances Drake 
ARIES 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)T4/~'~ 
Be firm with co-workers but 
take a gentle approach with 
family and friends. The stars 
favor romance. Personal 
relationships hould thrive. 
TAurus 
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 
Routine tasks prove bering, 
but innovative action on your 
part could give them more 
interest. Don't be limited by 
old and set ways. 
GEMINI 
(May 22 to Jane 21) 11' 
If you prove cooperative, 
you can make things a great 
deal easier for someone you 
love. Keep that temper under 
firm control. 
CANCE  
(June 22 to July 23) 
Curb an attraction for 
someone ofthe opposite sex. If 
you are not careful, you could 
be creating a problem that 
will be difficult to solve. 
LEO 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) J~ '~ 
Don't let others discourage 
you. You know exactly what 
you want and ff you put all 
your energies into getting it, 
you will succeed. 
mGO .pU  
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Progress on all fronts today, 
along with a streak of good 
luck. An unexpectecl prize is 
earmarked for you. A good 
day to take a chance. 
LmRA 
(Sept. 24 to Oct.=) .A'I.& ~ 
Better play it by ear, in- 
novate as the situation 
demands. A pre-plaaned 
course of action just won't 
work to your advantage. 
SCORPIO ~e~.  
(Oct. 24 to NOV.22) r 'd r  
Banish worries because 
they're unfounded. You tend 
to jump to coneluslons, and 
this time you're all wrong. Be 
optimistic - -  you have reason 
for it. 
SAGrrrARn S 
(Nov. 23 to Dee. 21) 
An  old love affair  is 
remembered today-  but 
don't let memory give it more 
importance than it actually 
held. Your future looks rosy. 
CAPRICORN .t ~ 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) vd ~" 
It's time to slow down and 
devote some time to solid 
planning. Curb an impulse to 
act without thought. A rash 
decision could bring you 
sorrow. 
AQUARIUS 19) ~,~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 
Self-doubt can hold you 
back. What you need Is con- 
fidence to put your ideas, and 
yourself, over. Never doubt 
that you have what it takes. 
PISCES 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) P~:~,  
Don't let others discourage 
you. Your ideas are sound and 
they'll work if you take the 
time to present them 
carefully. Win others to your 
cause. 
n6~ 
°k 
"What are all these doing in the trunk of the car?". 
I I • I I " 
CROSSWORD 
ACR088 
1 Melody 
Ounger 
8Ata 
distance 
• 13 Scanty 
13 Elizabeth 
Warner, -- 
Taylor 
It  Finnish 
poem 
15 Celebes ox 
16 Single unit 
1'/Involved 
with, today 
18 Lthe a 
beach- 
comber 
20 Numerical 
suffiz 
L~ Conform 
26 Fast 
creatures 
Z9 Poetic 
contraetiun 
~0 Long time 
31 Scored, in 
tennis 
3Z Boundary 
33 Italian 
wine town 
34 Suffix with 
Brooklyn 
35 Actor 53 Dame 
Wallach ' Myra 
M Quoted 54 Food fish 
31 Pigskin 55 Stitched 
position DOWN 
40 Keep --  on 1 Argument 
41 Most 2 Mrs. 
up-to.data Chaplin 
45 Bitter (Fr.) 3 Lanchtime 
47 Cravat 4 Cat, erred 
49 Choir 5 Battery part 
member 8 Oriental 
50 Kansas currency 
product 7 Fumed 
51 Greek 8 Satellite 
mount of Uranus " 
5~ Belgian 9 Most side- 
fiver splitUng 
Avg. solution time: 23 mln. 
10-4 
Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 
the WIZARD OF ID 
10 Picnic 
crasher 
11 Vintage ar 
19 Goddess 
of dawn . 
21 Poetic con- 
traction 
23 Gin mixer 
24 Jot down 
.Z~ Playwright 
Bagnold 
26 Weather 
word 
27 Play opener 
26 Comes in 
again 
33 Flexible 
33 Passages in 
the lungs 
35 Certain tide 
26 Before dee 
38 Deserves 
39 Work dough 
42 Otherwise 
43 Irish or beef 
4& Actor 
Rip 
45 German's 
exclamation 
46 One Of the 
Stcogea 
48 Wedding 
vow 
By Eugene S/ ff " 
12 ~13 ~14 
~-.'-~- 
~ ~ ~ 2,?.. 23 24 25 
3i 33 
50 ~51 
CRVP X Un' 10-4  
TU CAUVY IUCC CTUAAGM H~. 
" C T K Y " " I H T K C C G C d. KVM 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- MISPLACED MODIFIEi~ 
MYSTIFIED LOCAL COPY EDITOR. 
Today's Cryptoqulp due. M equals D 
The Cryp~luip is'a simple substitution cipher in wid~ each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X .eq~ls O,,1~ 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, snort worn=; 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is aecompllsbed bytrial and error. • ' ~/. 
By Brant Parker and Johnny 
" WHAT~ ~Y ~'~ 
T uo ,r 
" r ~'J 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Petermanl 
__  - -  . , '  , ..o o'oo , 
. . . .  , .  . o ~ / ,, - ~ - " / . . /  ~,, 
o/ /  .,. :o / , : :  ,. , , / /  
/ /  ...:" A JI F.,. ' 
B.C. By Johnny Hart: 
. . . .  ,",,, ~-Ji,'-- . . . . . .  I~ .~ "" 
DOONESBURY By Garry Trudeau 
tOOK, c?ONK, /F 
17~ BEllY YOU DON'T NANT 
P,~L A~ ANY OF DUKE~ 
AtNAy~, ffrUF4 AT LEAST 
~, \ EL~E A SHOT 
, ~ ._ .~  
FO~T IT, 81~NNF_.P...# 
POH'T WAft/" AN'/'IHI~IG 
TOU~/~. A~ ~/~_~,  
YOU'g~ if/ILL CAI~TAI~R 
OF THIS PLA~. 
THE HELL I SUIT 
AM, MAW IM YOU~.~f~F. 
QU/TT/NB, AS 
OF IM6HT ltlOl~/ I " 
LOOK, AT /ZA~ 50 r?.~z~ 
I~T I~B AVe n: lz~, I'/4 
H/SPOt, MAN. P.~I/NG 
I~  60NNA ~ 
• ~POl l . !  ~ " 
NHAT'~ INVIT~. FOR 
l, fll~? p~ p~.Ap~ • 
. y'j 
INVITe5? LITTLE P.BAD 
~TJTLE9 OF ~ ~,  
PEP.P.IER ? 
I 
U~T IT ~ ,  SBT ff  ON, 
AND OET IT 01~. NI~. YOU A~. 
INVITf~ 70A 5E.I/~NI'I£-~ I VlgtL. 
PI~ES$: PlS(-.O/M,~LOM. * 
A CO/~- ASlqt~v~Cy. 
AY-YO#-AI~ ONE TO TAI~ 
PAmY ? ~f~ONSlBIUTY 
• . . . . .  • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . .  . -.4" 
1 • "c~, | . 
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-W,e .   ave the f r iendl iest  clerks, in town 
All Seasons 
Sporting 
Goods t 
Come on down and 
see our new 
expanded 
Ski department  
ARGE NEW 
DlSV~_r:. :~ ~ T FO.~ 
• UIP~¢'" 
you"  N 
4627 Lokelse 635-2982 
i 
:, BLUE RIBBON 
BAKERY~e?o Ltd. 
, , Pas t r ies  
* Cakes  * Breads  
Special 
attention 
to 
Wedding & 
Birthday Cakes 
" Your Persona/Bakery" 
44717i~el=e .... ~:~,, 636-6063 
I I - -  "~ '¢ - "  . . . . . . . . . . .  l~ l r  
Tert~,¢e 
Interiors  .... ltd. 
ARMSTROHG 
¢andide 
cushioned oorlon linoleum 
Reg. price 13" 
,ow s9es 
reduced to 
4610 Lc~zelle 
o. 
635-66OO 
TERRAI)E QO-OP 
"your one stop shoppmg centre" 
, Produce , Heat 
, Bakery ,.Hardware 
, Groceries , Dry Goods 
, Buildins Supplies , Garden Centre 
, Bulk Petroleum & Gas 
4617 G ~ 6 . 6 3 4 7  
I 
THE 
WINNERS: 
1st week - -  Charlotte Wesley 
2nd week- -  Tlna Morlok 
3rd week - -  John Heighington 
4th week- -  Evelyn ~acDonald  
5th week- -  Linda ~cBean 
6th week - -  Colleen Cote 
7th week- -  Vera Goncalves 
8th week- -  Jack Cook 
9th week - -  Mark  Wilcox 
1Oth week - -  George Clark 
1 lth week- - John  Blij 
121h week - -  Laverne Angielski 
13fh week- -  Pare Nieman 
,i II "l " ' 
Derksen 's  
Credit  
Jewel le rs  
• v .~  
,DIAHOHDS ~,  WATCHES 
• CRYSTAL ,JEWELLRY 
4615A Lakel~e 635-5453 
i 
. . . . . . . . . .  , . . .  [ 
OurFTD 
Green Ribbon ® Plants. 
Exc lus ive ,  spec ia l ly -so -  ~ A /~ 
looted plants for sendino "z,~.~(~. 
or taking homo. Perfect iH,'qLqtlY".,,../,,~l'b,~ 
for housewarmings. Amd- ~ G IFTS  THAT 
v~,=~ j~ ~ ~ ~V~:,~, ,~,  GROWMORE occasion. Call or  ViSit Us 
today. Wel l  show you some ~ ~ ' ~  B~AUTIFUL  
Overwa,tea 
, FOOD CENTERS 
CHRISTMAS 
SHOPPING 
HOURS 
Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9 - 9 
Sat. 9 - 6 
~ .until Dec. 22 
~:Dl l l skeena mall" 
AGNES MOTZ, owner of 2nd Look-Final Touch, is the last 
recipient of the plaque for attaining Clerk of the Week status. 
Agnes has operated her business in the Skeena Mall for one year 
and is certified in make-up artistry and •skin care. 
A 
NEW QLIADRA TRAVEL 
~~:=, -  SERVICES LTD. 
Terrace - Reno 
Depart Jan. 27 
Return Feb, I 
309 °°,.,r person 
Including flight, hotel, full day excursion to Virginia 
City. 
635-2281 4646 Lake lse  
I I  I 
I I  
Bavarian Inn 
Terrace's outstanding dining place, discotheque & 
lounge, wl th quiet rustic decor and charming Service. 
Dine In the atmosphere of the h'adltlonel Bavarian 
Style. Select your meal from a most extensive steak, 
seafood, schnitzel and International menu In the 
Poclflc Northwest. 
OPEN FOR 
LUNCH. Tues. to Frl. 11-2 DINNER. Moo. to Sun. 5-11 
Contest Rules 
1. Only participatinE merchants employees are eliEible. 
2. Vote must be recorded each week on ballot provided every Tuesday in the 
I 
Daily Herald. 
3. Any clerk may win once only. If a previous winner tops votinE runner up 
shall be chosen winner. 
4. Winner will be selected by majority of ballots. 
5. Ballots must be in by Friday noon each week. 
6. Clerk shall mean cashier, receptionist, waiter, waitress, salesperson, 
7. Judps decision final. 
I I I  I II I I 
?lndl II_,(>,(>lk 
FINRL TOUCH 
Cecil B 
Makeup 
& Skin Care 
ELANCYL 
Cellulite 
Treatment 
//2 pr ice 
30 % off 
for one week only 
~,0~ ~ 25 % off 
• ~i l - J  skeena man 635-2769 
Discwashers ~ all 
record care products at 
Terrace 
Shopping 
Centre 
n ... .  
TERRACE ELEGTROflIG 
Repairs Ltd. 
m 
v~wo 
W~QOm 
f oaNilu~ 
TOSHIBA 
metric Conversion 
CALCULATORS 
Reg. 39.95 
,ow $32" ONLY 
4623 Lake lse  635-4543 
I 
I I ii I 
ONE HOUR SERVICE 
TIME CLEANERS 
For the best in 
suede & leather 
cleaning 
Plus minor clothing repairs 
Terrace Mini Mall 635-2820 
I 
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LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per Fn. 
ssrtlon. Over 20 words 5 cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive insertions 
$1.50 per insertl~. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect nd. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
Sl.75 moiled. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge I5.00 per In. 
serflon. 
LEOAL • POLITICAL Ind 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
S3.se per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month besls only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
11:00 o.m. on day previous to day 
of publlcot/on MOnday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER olher thin 
• USINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISH ED ACCOUNT. 
52, WANTED 
TO RENT 
Service charge of U.~ on all 
N.S.F. chaguos. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
NO charge provided news sub. 
miffed within one month. 15.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event S10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable In ad. 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635-6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
NATE$ 
E f fec t ive  
October  ! ,  t r ig  
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier mth 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
By Mall 3 mth. 15.00 
By Mall 6 mth. 25.00 
By Mall 1 yr. 45.00 
Senior Citizen 1 yr. 20.00 
British Commonwealth anti 
United States at America one 
year 55.00 
Box 3~, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Klflmot & District 
Phone 632-~/47 
The Herald reserves the rlght 
to classify adsunder appropriate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or relect 
any advertisement gad to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" In. 
structlone not picked up within 10 
days of expiry of an ad. 
vertlsement will be destroyed 
unless moiling Instructlone are 
received. Those answering BOx 
Numbers ore requested not to 
send originals of documantl to 
ovoid loss. 
All claims of errors In ad" 
vertlssments must be received 
by the publisher within' 30 days 
after the first publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish an 
edvertleemont or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ed. 
vertlsement as published shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser tar only One In. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the edvertlslng epace Occupied 
by the Incorrect or omitted Item 
only, end that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
then the amount paid for such 
sovertlslng. 
Advertisements must comply 
with tho British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
dWlOhlblts any advertising that 
scrlmlnatee against any 
person because of his race, 
religion, seX, color, nationality, 
ancestry or place or Orlgln, or 
because hie age It behveon 44 
and 65 years, unless the condition 
Is Justified by a bonn fide 
requlremont for the work In.; 
VOIvlch""- .'-,- ;. . ,',. . . 
54. BUSINESS 
PROPERTY 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Into phone 635.3747 
or 635.3023 
Birthright 
Pregnant? In need of sup. 
port? Call Birthright 635-3907 
Nbr. 3.4621 Lakelse. 
Office Hours: Tues. 11 a.m..8 
p.m., Wed. 9:30 a.m..5 p.m., 
Thurs. 11 a.m..9 p.m., 
Friday 1 p.m.-10 p.m. or Call 
635.3164 or 638-1227 anytime 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 6 p.m. 
at St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635-4427 after 6:50 o.m. 
43. ROOMS 
FORRENT 
SKEENA CENTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TOTHE 
SENIORSOF THE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop-In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
as well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In. 
formation about these and 
other activit ies, please 
phone 635-2265 and ask for 
Skeena Centre. See you there 
any time between 6 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
. 
1'COMING EVENTS 
36. 
FOR HIRE 
48, SUITES 
FOR RENT 
Kltlmat A.A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmet: telephone 
632.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday. Step Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetlogs 6:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays . Open Meetings 
8:30 p.m. Skeena Health 
Unit, Klt lmet General 
Hospital. 
AI-Anon Meetings • Tuesday 
• 6 p.m. United Church. 
49, HOMES 
FOR SALE 
Ripe Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
6N4~18 
Do you feel you havea  
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Available I 
Phone 635.4646 
535.9052 
638-1514 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
/~t lngs :  
Mon.e:50pm Unlted Church. 
Man. 8 p.m..Alanon.Skeana 
Health Unlt. 
Thurs. er Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorlal Hospltal. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening. 6:30 p.m. • 
United Church basement, 
Kltlmat. 
Women's A.A, Meetings . 
every Tuesday night at 7: 30. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635.5145. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any #lscarded 
wood products we 'could use 
for recycling or renovating.' 
Call us at 635-2235 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mil ls Memoria l  Hospital 
Auxlllery would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc, for their  
Thrift  Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.5320 or 635. 
5233, or leave donations at 
the Thrift Shop on I.azelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
ween 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank You. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
-a support service 
for women- 
4711 Laxelle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
635-5145 
Drop In: 10 a.m. • 6 p.m. 
Men.-Thurs. 10 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
Friday. We offer a com- 
fortable ' relaxed at. 
mosphere to meet and share 
Ideas. Children are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
A.A. 1st Wednesday of month 
Status of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday. single parents 
(led by a single father. 3rd 
Wednesday • Men sad 
Women's Rap. Thursdays • 
Women's Night Out. 
""For Safer Living. Fuel Economy & Cleaner A i r "  
• CHIMNEYS BOILERS 
• AIR DUCTS EFIREPLACES FURNACES • 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Specialists In power-vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street., 635.5293" 
Kltlmat, B.C. V8C 1KS 632.2466 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. Every 
Tues. 1:30 - 3:50 pm. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
!:30 - 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Bobyslfters~ 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS chi ld 
Every Man. and Wed. from 3 Dum~ 
- 4:10 pm. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and both, 
roglstratlon. 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXATION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Man. afternoon 1 
-2pro.  
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V2 . 5 yrs.~ 
(pre.klndergarten): Sprlog 
blitz. Developmentel, vlsloh, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
poletment. 
' stairs) 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appolntment. 
Treatment avallable. 
SANITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
polsonlngs and complaints, 
sewage disposal, pr ivate 
water supplies a.nd~. 
nuisances; 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel.: 
638.1155). The audlologlet 
will do hearing tests on 
referral by family doctor or 
community health nurse. 
Speech pathologist 
therapist wi l l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment end planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
COMMUNITY 
VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION 
SERVICES' 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabi l i tat ion done by 
consultant. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
hold every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
In the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
Lazelle Preschool 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
There are a few spaces 
available for children ages 3. 
5 In this progressive daily, 
nursery school. Special help 
available for children with 
mild developmental delays, 
e.g., poor co.ordlnatlon, 
delayed speech develop. 
ment, etc.. not requiring 
medical referral. For fur- 
ther Information, phone the 
Supervisor, Nefly Olsen, at 
635-7918. 
Terrace Art Association 
Saturday December 8, 1979 Needed Immediately 
at Skeena Mall a Bazaar 
with arts and crafts and Avon representatives to 
baked goods. Sponsored by work In the following areas. 
the Terraee-Thornhtll Band 1) Copporslde Estates 
Parent Association. 4 2) Muller, Valleyvlew area 
Joseph Boulard passed away 
at Mills Memorial Hospital 
after a short illness on 
December 3rd, 1979 on his 
3) Sparks, Munthe and 
Westvlew 
Please call Norma at 635- 
7476. 
Cifn 5.12-79 
Offers Invited for clear 
71stblrthday. He Is survived cutting an eight (8) acre 
byhiswlfeCharlotte (Loffle) stand of L. Pine and birch. 
Boulard. He leaves 5 
children, Mrs. Margaret  
Dumals of Russell, Mass., 
Mrs. Helen Langan of 
Cranbrook B.C., son 
Raymond of Calgary, 
Alberta, daughters Cheryl 
Calllhoo and Wanda Boulard 
of Terrace. Six sisters 
two sisters In Hearst On- 
tario, one brother of Hearst 
Ontario, one brother In 
Wlnnlpog, Manitoba and 4 
sisters In Quebec and 13 
grandchildren. The funeral 
was hold on Wed. Dec. 5, 1979 
at 11:00 a.m. from the 
Sacred Heart Parish In 
Terrace. 
P1.5 Dec. 
AUCTION SALE 
Saturday Dec. ash at 2:00 
p.m. 
Place : Terrace Auction 
Mart 
4434 Lakelse Avenue(up. 
You may place your advance 
bid before the sale. 
On sale.. Radial arm saw, 5 
kilowatt light plant, 8 HP 
rotaflller, 12 foot aluminum 
boat, chain saws, socket 
sets, assorted hand tools, 
new and used wood stoves, 
flourescent, light fixtures, 
large log house fixtures, 
used windows and doors, 
electric baseboard heaters, 
assorted winter tires. 
FURNITURE.. 
complete bedroom suite like 
new, dining room suite, 
sofas, chairs, clocks, coffee 
fables, dressers, single and 
double beds, one maytag 
d l shwasherMany more 
Items are coming In dally. 
We sell off the floor six days 
a week. For pick.up or more 
Information please call 635. 
5172 Terrace Auction Mart. 
C3-7Dec 
WHOLESALE PRICES 
On all remaining tools, 
gills sad pendulum clocks. 
Plus good selection of used 
furniture. Open daily 1:3C 
to 5:30, Tues..Sat. Phone 
|35.7824, Old Totem 
Beverage Building, next tc 
Morthern Inn. 
I~ction every Sunday at 
p.m. 
C!3-21 Dec 
PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply--we Install 
638.1691 
~sm-1-10-79) 
SEARS 
SALESAGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3972 Deblo Street 
Phone 635-7824 
10a.m.- 2p.m. 
Closed Mondays 
.cm-12-10.79) 
INSISTON 
Monthly Picture Loan will be THE B E ST 
held Wednesday December 
5th in the Library Arts room Concrete septic tanks In 
from l :O0-3:00p.m. and in the stock. Get relief with s 
evening from 7:00-9:00 p.m. concrete Investment. 
Everyone welcome.. 
NC -SDee Schmltty's Excavating 
635.3939 
Women's Nlght Out: DEBT (8m-1.10.79) 
COUNCELLORS,  B i l l  COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Godden & Larry Whaley 
speak on BUDGETING. Backhoe Work 
Thursday, Dec. 6 7:30 p.m. 
The Women's Centre 4711 Phone 635-5340 after 6 p.m. 
Lezetle 635-5145 (am-1.10-79) 
NC .6Dec 
19'HELP WANTED International Order of Jobs 
Daughters Nbr, 53 will be 
calling Uckets for a car raffle Preschool  Superv isor  
in the Skeena Mall Friday wanted for Terrace Day 
evening Dec. 14 and all day Care Centre. Call 638.1171 
Saturday Dec. 15 635-2243. 
NC -lWec Cffn 5-12-79 
To be followed by grubbing 
and clearing for culflvatlon. 
Merchantable trees to 
contractor, balance to be 
decked on the property. 35 
miles east of Terrace on 
Highway 16. D Harvard, 
P.O. Box 2458, Smlthers B.C. 
847-2993 
P20-11 Dec. 
The "" 
DAILY HERALD 
needs 
CARRIERS 
In the following areas: 
Tbernhill 
:ottonwood St., Empi re  
St., Paquette. Ave., Kofood - 
Deslardlnes, Kofoed 
Sharpies, River Dr. 
Burgess. Laurler Aw 
Thornhlll St., Pine St. 
Muller St., Newell, Golf 
Course. 
Terrace ' 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Agar, 4700 Block Agar, 
Galr, Tweedle, Lloyd, 
Green, 4500 Block Grelg. 
If you are Interested In onei 
of these routes please 
~one: 
635-6357 
between 9 am and 5 pm. 
Kltlmat 
~'ukon St., Quell - Sterlln 
Streets, Or lo te .  Osprey 
Streets. 
If Interested - -  phone Kelth 
To give away to a good home. 
one six week old :/2 Sheperd. 
1/2 Lab. pup. Phone 635-9355 
after 6 p.m. 
NC -11 Dec 
Registered golden labrador 
retriever puppies. $225.000. 
Phone 635.5623 
C6 "3,5,7,10,12,14 Dec 
For Sale: Registered 
English Springer Spaniel 
puppies. Price $150. Ready 
for Christmas. Phone 
Quesnel 747-1169. (c15-17D) 
Female needs ride from 
downtown Into Thornhlll 
8chool Area between 3 sad 4. 
Will Pay Gas. Pie call the 
Herald and leave a message. 
WANTED TO BUY 
' BATTERIES 
Old car, truck and cat bat- 
terles. Top price paid. Will 
pickup. Phone 635.4735. 
P14 Dec 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur. 
nlture such as couch, chair, 
table & chews. Phone 635. 
5417. (ctfn.11-10.79) 
CASH 
Will pay Instant cash for 
BCRIC shares. Ph 635`4226. 
(:20-11 N 
WANTED 
Spot cash for your: 
BCRIC SHARES 
Qusensway Trading 
3215 Kalum 
638-1613 
It 6-21 Dec 
The JULIE MARIE, 32 foot 
motor sailer, insured value 
$35,000. Owner transferred, 
saeriflce sale $25,000 or will 
consider real estate as part 
of full payment• Contact 
Brian Oltmann, 1425 Pigott 
Place, Prince Rupert. 624- 
4960. 
P10-6 Dec 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING For Rent: Bachelor rooms In 
Drywal l ,  stucco, t i le, mobile motel complex N. 
linoleum. Free estimates. Ketum Trailer Court. Frldge 
Phone in each room, community 
638.1095 kitchen, laundry facilities. 
week single, $37.50 week 
ARE YOUR CEILINGS double. 635.9473. (c20.19D) 
GETT ING D INGY 
LOOKING? If they are, have 
them pro fess lona l l  y Room for rent for gentleman 
resprayed. Call Earl at 435. with kitchen facilities. Phone 
2776. (c40-12D) 635-5893. 
P2-~,6 D 
47. HOMES 
FOR RENT 
160 Kazama skis and 250 
tyrol la bindings. $110.00. 
Phone 635.3928. 
P2-7 Dec 
For Sale: One concrete 
power trowel with extra 
blades $700.00, one tamping 
machine $500.00, one con- 
crete vibrator'S300.00, one 
H.D. coast wheelbarrow 
$30.00, one 10 cu. ft. capacity 
cement mixer $47S.00, 400 
wedges for concrete forms 
$25.00, one two ton chain 
hoist $125.00, one sixteen ton 
hydraulic jack $25.00, one 
new main breaker fuse panel 
$95.00, one 100 AMP main 
breaker box $40.00 and more. 
Phone 635-35¢6 
C10 -6 Dec. 
New well constructed 4 foot 
by 8 foot util ity trailer. 
Phone 635.3520 after 5p.m.  
for appointment o view. 
PS-10 Dec 
For rent 2 Br. house full 
basement, carport, available 
Immediately.  $225.00 per 
month. 
Also available Dec. 18th 2 Br. 
hoOse, no singles, no pets, 
located on Kofeod Drive. 
Phone 635-2462 
P3-7Dec 
2 Bedroom furnished trailer 
in Thornhlll, no pets. For 
more Information call 638. 
1552. 
P3 -7D 
For rent one bedroom duplex 
suite, furnished In town, no 
pets. Phone 635.5464. 
P3-Dec6 
One bedroom suite for rent, 
available for 3 months only 
starting Dec. 22 with wall to 
wall carpet, fireplace, frldge 
and stove. Phone 635.2360 or 
638.1544. 
C2 -4,5 Dec 
Have 8 foot blade avallabte 
for snow plowing. Save this 
number 635-2475. 
P3.7 Dec 
410 John Deere Backhoe for 
Nre. Phone 635.4081. (cm.$- 
10-79) 
Qual i f ied carpenter ,  
tradesman fully equipped 
with air tools. Available for 
renovat ions ,  custom 
cabinets, arborite, formica 
installations. Will consider 
all other types of finishing 
work. Phone after 6 p.m. Ask 
for Don. 635-5708 
C20-21 D 
Beautiful new 3 bedroom 
house on quiet paved street. 
Carport, covered walkway, 
full basement, with wall to 
wall earpet, cedar siding. 
Priced to sell 635.4626 
'C10-14 D 
ii 
J 1 
|Brand new home.1100 sq ft,| 
Jframed and closed In. FuIII 
|basement, tot size 80X160~ 
| Phone 635-7878 J 
I C10"$Dec I 
Sacrifice Sale 
Assesed mtg value 4%500. 
Market value 52,500. Sacrlflc 
price 43,000. A 9,500 saving I I 
Five bedroom home sane 
and one half bath, huge 
kitchen and dining room with 
wood heater. Large living 
room with fireplace, car. 
petted, attached Insulated 
garage, 2 wells; out 
buildings. 5.6 km north on 
kalum Lake Drive left hand 
side of road. Net Taxes $50.00 
Phone 635.5942 to view. 
For Sale by builder. Only 2 
left. Prices reduced. For 
In good condition one 1974 
Olympic 440 Ski-dog, asking 
$700. Firm. Phone 635.7617. 
P5.10 Dec 
1974 VW camper for sale 
Good condition. 38,000 miles, 
asking $6,000. 635.5132 after 6 
p.m. 
C3.7 Dec 
1977 Arctic Cat Jag 3000. 
Excl. condition. $1,000. 1979 
Trail Cat by Arctic Cat. Low 
hours. $2,100. 1978 Kitty Cat 
for kids. $200. 
Phone 63.5.5414 Days, 635. 
more Information please call 9204 Evenings. 
collect days 562.4114 or 
evenings 562.3697. 22 foot Vanguard travel 
Cffn 4-12-79 trailer, exe. condition, 
carpeted throughout,  
For sale or rental purchase, shower, 3 way system, plus 
a house. Phone Russ Roper many extras. Phone 635.4739 
collect 562.4114 days or 562- after 4 p.m. or weekends. 
3697 evenings or weekends. CS`6D 
Ctfn 4.12.79 
Business family with pets 
require 3 Br home. Phone 
635-4688 
C10-4 Dec 
Wanted to rent by Jan. 1, 
1980. Transferring working 
couple, one child, no pets. 
Require 2 or 3 bedroom 
house or trailer. References 
if required. Phone 635.4533 or 
Nelson, B.C. collect 352.9195. 
(c15.12D) 
Want to rent by Jan. 1, 1980 
transferlng working couple, 
one child, no pets. Require 2 
or 3 bedroom house or 
trai ler.  References If 
required. Phone 635-4533 or 
Nelson B.C. collect 352.9195 
A15-12 Dec. 
For Rent-about 900 sq feet on 
second floor, alrcondltloned, 
located at 4623 Lakcl.,;e 
Avenue. Phone 635.2~.~2 
Ctfn 5-12.79 
SHIPPERS NOTICE 
The undersigned carrier has 
made application to Increase 
rates and charges covering 
transportation of Household 
Goods and Sefllers Effects, 
In moving vans. 
Subject to consent by the 
Motor Carrier Commission, 
proposed rates will become 
effective, on or after, 1- 
February, 1980. 
Proposed rates may be 
examined at the offices of 
the undersigned carrier. 
Representation may be 
made to the Suparlntendent 
of Motor Carriers, Burnaby, 
B.C., up to 5. January, 1980. 
H.H. Wllllamson, for 
Caravan Moving and 
Storage Co., . . . .  
Doc's Cartage and Storage 
Ltd., 
A1.5 Dec 
1977 Aspen wagon P.S.P.B. 
Luggage rack, equalizer, 
hitch, electric brakes, 25,000 
miles. Radial tires $5000.00. 
Phone Smlthers 847.9563. 
P3.6 Dec 
1972 Mercury Montcalm 400 
motor, good mechanical 
condition. Asking $800.00 
Phone 635.5733 
C5 -7 Dec 
Dunehuggy-  metalf lake 
green, mags, diamond tuff 
uphol., street legal, SS 
headers, 1500 motor, T top 
'plus sldecurtalns. Interested 
parties only. $2,600. Phone 
635.5414 Days or 635-9204 
evenings. 
For Sale 78 Camam. Asking 
$7,000. Phon: 635-5314 
P5- 7Dec 
1966 Beaumont hard top, 
excellent body and motor 
condition. Phone 635-2979 .
after 6 p.m. 
1979 Chrysler New Yorker, 
fully equipped. 20,000 km. 
Phone 632-4055. 
C8.14 Dec 
NOTICE OF TENDER 
All perseus interested In 
submitting a bid for the 1980 
Janitorial Contract for the 
District of Tc~.race are 
advised that copies of the 
contracts are now available 
at the District offices. 
Bids must be submitted to 
the Clerk-Administrator by 
12:00 noon December 7,1979. 
If any further information is 
required, please contact the 
Bui ld ing Inspect ions  
Department between S:00 
a.m. and 10:00 a.m. at 635- 
6311 local 58. 
Please note that the lowest, 
or any tender not necessarily 
accepted, 
District of Terrace 
A3. 30N,S D,5 D 
:i:i:!:;:;:;:;:;:':':':':':.:,:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.'.'.'.'... 
72 Chev Van SWB 6 standard, 
Insulated and panelled, 
summer and winter tires. 
Phone 638-1037. 
C3 -7 Dec 
1976 Sleets 4 wheel drive. 
Good condition, lots of ex. 
tras, low mllesge.Must sell 
Phone 638.1605 
Ctfn 12.5.79 
FOR 
FAST 
ACTING 
HERALD 
1971 Leader 12X60, 3 CLASSIFIEDS bedroom, set up in Kalum 
Trailer Court. Fully fur- 
nished, 2 propane tanks, 250 
gallon oil tank. To view 
phone 635-5367 
P6-7D 
1973 Bendix 12X60 2 Br. CALL 
mobile home. All appliances 
plus dishwasher, partially 
furnished. Phone 635.3492 
after 6 p.m. 
PS.11 Dec 
A A m l iuh ~. .  m.,,..--,., 
1972 Norwestern Mobile ~1~OmU357 
Home 12X56, with 12X10 
finished addition. Un. 
furnished, In good condition, 
reasonably priced. Phone 
635-5539. 
Ctfn 5.12-79 
'.'* *T , **  , , , ,  . 
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 Native Indians to sue on tax re fund issue   
, VANCOUVER (CP) -- purchased from B.C. Hydro Court of Appeal that lndiana have lived on a reserve at 
British Columbia Indians and its predecessor, George living on reserves are one time or another." 
wi l l  take the provincial Manuel, president of the 
' government tocourt if they Union of B.C. Indian Chiefs, 
don't get hack all the money said Tuesday. 
• they've paid illegally In sales Manuel 's  comment 
tax on electricity and gas followed a ruling by the B.C. 
Yukon resents  
' 1 " ld  1 on la  e l l  s 
~i !~'~OTTAWA (CP) -- The Pearson, appearing before 
,~yukun tetfltory is exploited the Commons northern 
i*ll~t a eolony by the federal pipelines committee, told 
~:government and will MPs the territorial govern- 
therefore continue to ment soon will make a 
'. demand, federal financing formal request to Ottawa for 
for projects such as the $200 million to establish a 
Alaskan natural gas Yukon heritage fund. 
pipeline, Chris Pearson, Creation of the fund was 
,.Yukon government leader, originally recommended by 
said Tuesday, the National Energy Board 
and the Lysyk Inquiry in 
reports into eonatruction of.Blast 
.,:rocks 
:rules 
• VANCOUVER (CP) - -  An 
egploaion that touched off a 
walkout by workers at the 
• :Kaiser Resources mine at 
,Simrwned in southeastern 
British Columbia will result 
.. in. additional blasting 
.regulations in B.C. 
Bill Robinson, chief 
provincial mines Inspector, 
.~ald Tuesday the new 
'.~ifqi'tdationa willbe based on 
...~r#commendationa made at a 
~J~eeting of the United 
~l tneworkers  Of America 
and company represen- 
tatives. 
The B.C. Labor' Relations 
• ~a~! ordered the meeting 
'alter mIners staged a six- 
"day walkout o protest the 
blast, which was sat off Nov. 
while mIners were working 
in the area.,.: .. ~ 
One of ,the Jrecom- 
mendations..,4,waaL :,that 
blasting be n,banned.t~ 
minutes before or after a 
shift change. 
Red River 
is back 
from black 
BOSSIER CITY, La. (AP) 
--'The Red River is red 
again, but officials still 
haven't traced the origin ~ a 
Mack stain that discolored it 
for three week~.' . . . . . . . . . .  
",,,3Vhlle the Red River"wa~ 
black, the city drew its 
drinking water from a 
reeervoir, but Mayor Marvin 
Adding said the shift wsa 
o~ precautionary. 
~Even though the water 
looked funny and the public 
works department couldn't 
filter out the black pigment, 
it" never posed a health 
hp~ard," he said. "We went 
to'the reservoir for aes.thetie 
l~rpeses." 
.'.Aesthetics, along the Red 
River call for red water, not 
blaek. The red eoloration 
comes from the clay which 
lines the river bottom. 
the SiS-billion project and its 
imlmet on the Yukon. 
Pearson'said growth of the - 
fund, based on property 
taxes of up to ~ million a 
year on the pipeline, would 
be slaw without the "one-. 
time-only" eapitalization 
grant. 
'!We feel very strongly 
that since benefits of the 
project will flow south of the 
6Oth parallel, Canada is 
beholden t.o give the Yukon 
this one-time-only grant of 
$200 million." 
The territory is expected 
to gain about $1 billion in 
taxes over the life of the 
project, about half of which 
would flow to the heritage 
fund. The concept of the fund 
is similar to the Alberta 
version, designed to protect 
the interests of Yukon 
residents when Alaskan gas 
has stopped flowing .to the 
Jower 48 states.. 
Pearson said that although 
the evolution to more 
responsible government In
the Yukon is movIng at a 
suitable pace, lack of 
territorial control over areas 
such as natural resources 
. reduces the region of 25,000 
persons to no" more than 
colonial status. 
"The statement that_we 
are a colony of Canada~Wm 
undeniable and our status 
will remain unchanged until 
provtncehood has been at- 
rained," he said. 
e Progressive Con- 
Iservative government has 
the two northern territories 
during its first term of office, 
provided the majority of 
residents support the move. 
Pearson also said 
Yukoners now.are quite 
confident the pipeline will be 
built. He said the govern- 
ment has "studied the 
pipeline to death" and is 
eertain it will ~ct as a 
• catalyst to further 
development in the region. 
';:Carolyn Little 
lost 36 pounds! 
"My total weight h)s~ t,)()k 
o.~ly 6 week~ anti] fell belier 
while dieting Ihanl had ever 
felt in my life!" 
YOU CAN 
DO IT TOO! 
~T THE LOR~ Q 
': ' 2 ; ,: 
exempt from paying 
provincial sales tax on elec- 
tricity and gas. The decision 
overturned an earlier B.C. 
Supreme Court .ruling. 
"We will claim for the 
illegal tax dollars collected 
over the years by the 
provincial government on 
behalf ef all Indians," said 
Manuel. "This is a stand I
have taken myself or a long 
time and I appreciate this 
decision." 
There are 60,000 Indians In 
the province, of whom 40,000 
live on reserves. Manuel said 
the court action would he 
taken on behalf of all B.C. 
Indians because "all of them 
He said his association will 
ask for a meeting with 
Premier Bill Bennett 
"within the next two weeks 
and ask him to return all the 
illegal taxes they have 
collected from the Indian 
people of B.C." 
If a meeting cannot be ar- 
ranged- or if talks fail-- le- 
gal action will be the next 
step, Manuel said. 
He said B.C. is the only 
province in Canada that 
forees Indians living on a 
reserve to pay provincial 
sales tax. " 
Leslie Pind,er, lawyer for 
the union, said it is too soon 
for her to estimate how niuch 
B.C. HYDRO 
For sale by tender, approximately 10,000 Ibs. of scrap. 
lead.sheathed copper cable. 
Bid to be submitted to B.C. Hydro, 5220 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 4T5, Attention: A. Knott. 
Cable may be viewed at Prince Rupert Substation, 8 
miles east on Highway 16, by contacting B.C. Hydro, 
628.3261, between 0800'and 1600, Monday to Friday. 
Terms of sale are oQ an "as is" basis; removal to be 
within five days of notification of success of bld; 
weights to be supplied by purchaser and payment o be 
received prior to removal. 
REGIONAL DISTRICT OF KITIMAT-STIKINE 
HOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice Is hereby given 1o all Interested parties that a 
Public Hearing for By-law No. 132, 1979 of the Regional 
District ef Kltlmat.Stlklne, 
"A by-law to establish an Offlclel Settlement 
Plan for Electoral Area 'E' of the Regional 
District of Kltlmst-Stlklne" 
will be held at 7:30 p.m. In the Thornhlll Community 
Centre on December 11, 1979. 
Copies 0f:thls by.law may be Inspected at the 
Terrace Public Library during their open hours or at 
the Offices of the Regional District of Kltlmat.Stlklne 
from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. during week days. 
AREA COVERED UNDER 
BY-LAW NO. 132 
ACCIDENT 
PREVENTION OFFICERS 
A number of vacancies exist throughout B.C. for 
persons desiring lo enler the field of industria! health and 
safety in our Prevention Services Division. 
Successful applicants will be part el a learn charged 
with the responsibility of ensuring thai work environmenls 
and work practices are consistenl with modern injury and 
disease prevention technology and techniqu, es. This goal 
is accomplished by evaluating work locations and 
premises, responding Io industrial complainls, 
investigating accidents to workers and participaling in 
industrial health and safety seminars and research 
pr.ojects, 
These positions require work in the field and Iravel 
within limited geographical areas. A car will be provided 
when required. Duties will be assigned after an extensive 
training program. 
Applicants with a good working knowledge of logging; 
sawmills and related wood producls manufacluring; 
construction; or general industry will be considered. 
Previous supervisory, managerial or trade union 
experience is an asset. 
Applicanls with grade 12 and 10 years work 
experience or Universily education and several years 
experience or applicants wilh specialized or advanced 
training in accident prevent.ion, industrial hygiene or 
industrial processes will be considered. 
The 1979 salary range is $27,200 to $31,700 annually, 
supplemented with a comprehensive benefils package 
including a fully paid dental plan, medical plan, ,..., 
extended health plan as well as a pension "~ ",,,, ,, 
plan and three weeks annual vacation. " 
A detailed resume quoting ~. 
File No. OPIO0, should be forwarded to: ' ,  
The Employment Officer 
• Workers' Compensation ,., 
'Board i~k ,.:: 
5255 Heather Street 1' 
Vancouver, B.C. I 
V5Z 3L8 
Personswhohave ~, "~"r~ 
repfied to previous ~i 
advertisements are "~ .~ ~ ,. ~j~ , 
a/so being i 
considered. ,J~ ~' ~ 
. . . .  _-% . . . . . . .  -~. .  ,~. .-~ 
WORKERS' cOmPENSATION uu/-~l.lr:)/'~lA Dnu COLUmBIAOF SRITISH 
money has been wrongfully 
collected In sales tax on 
electricity and gas. from 
reserve Indiana, 
However, she said her files 
show that reserve Indians 
have paid sales tax on 
electricity since 1948 -- long 
before the 1962 creation of 
the Crown corporation of 
B.C. Hydro through the 
merger of the B.C. Electric 
Co. and the B.C. Power Com- 
mission. 
The appeal court ruled In 
favor of Lilllan Brown, a 
Haida Indian from the 
Skidegate reserve on the 
Queen Charlotte Islands. She 
had challenged as unlawful 
the government tax on 
electricity delivered to the 
reserve. She objected to 
paying $4.38 sales tax on 
electricity purchased from 
Hydro hetween Oct. 12 and 
Dec. 9, 1976. 
She claimed that .Indians 
are exempt from Uie tax 
because lectricity delivered 
to the reserve is "personal 
property situated on the 
reserve." 
Justice P.. B. Bull, who 
wrote the reasons for the 
court, and Justices J. D. 
Taggart and W. A. Craig 
held that the Indian Act took 
precedence over the Social 
Services Tax Act. 
I I 
FREE 
TEHACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these Items 
, hear teeth , bear claws 
, well teeth , beaver tooth 
* loose or door antlers (slngneor poor) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERRACE HOTEL 
NORTHWEST PiPE 
AND EQUIPMENT LTD, 
PIPE.  Pt UMBING SUPPL IES. PUMP~.  
HOSES. NUTS ANDBOLTS FENCING 
WATER SOFTENERS ANDMORE • 
5239 Keit5 Avenue - Near O C HyO,O 
635-7158 
NOW OPEN 
In the 
All West Centre 
HIGH COUNTRY 
Crafts & Gifts 
OPEN-- Men. to Fri. g am- 9 pm 
.~__ Sat.9 am-9pm 
45]L.F Kelth Ave. 638-1645 
..... ARE YOU READY FOR/  
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN" 
CHIMNEYS -- FURNACE5 - -  FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the molt efficient way of cleaning your entire 
hNtlng system by uslng,a PRO,VAC Residential. 
Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. Alto Introducing the new method of utilizing 
comprettod air for positive action. 
"Our service gives pmltlve and efficient results" 
Call the PRO-VAt people 1ida), and see for youraelt. 
Phone: 
Terrac, 635"5292 
Kltlmat 632-2466 
Pro-Vac Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
SerNIces DIv l | lon  
Klllmat.Terrace, B.C. 
BILL IARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
~:~:~:~-~:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:~:.:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~.~:.:~:~:~.~ 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE • REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213KALUM SIREL I 
IERRACE O C PHONE 6,.35.2473 
Custom Upholstery. Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Custom Auto Interiors -Van Conversions 
Custom Quilting of Fabrics 
Pioneer Upholstery 
635-9434 
WHkdays 9 - 5 
Other hours by appointment 
Claudette Sandeckl 3901 B ib le  Rd. 
Since 1973 Terrace, B.C. 
MR, BUSINESSMAN! 
This Space Is Reserved 
For Your Ad, 
1 
EASTSIDE GROCER Y 
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT 
Open 7 days a week 
with Jerry & Marg 
to serve you 
WEEKDAYS 8.11 WEEKENDS 9.1 ~ 
44311 LAKELSE AVE. 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVEhlIENCE STORE 
NORTHERN LIGHT 
Stained Glass 
*Classes ,~-j,-~-. 
*Repairs ,-"---,: ,, ",,~>-i, 
*Supplies .... , : , ,~. J / ,~. ,  7, 
*Custom orders L~ _ 
4820 Halliwell Ave. 638-140.3 
J ~ "  T :UWA Y o 
I~L. k 
_ .~  Winter Months 
Nov.- Feb. 
8:30 a.m.- 5:00 p.m 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1991 3010K Kalum Street 
% ' , ;  VAN'S OONTRAOTIH6 
i!~i ~o Furnilure Repair 
• ~..~iestorations, Hope Chests 
~Custo l  Made Furniture, iefinishin! 
~"~ General Buildinl[ Contractini[ 
2610 S, Kalum 635-5686 Terrace 
OR T, AT HA5 EYI~TIHI~I," 
1' 5"3 46 ] ° OLD t411|L• IF, I~D ~"  ~ D0/t( 
CE &eW qnterprises 
t ",, 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne t]$.Si44 
Days 13S.11$$ Ernle 4]3.9333 
II II II 
GLACIER 
I ,  _ , '~  4418 Lolioi AvoHo 
A ,'~'~" Terrace, l.C. 
S A Complete Glass and 
Aluminum Serviee 
i 
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Rookie a big factor 
The tans came to Madison 
Square Garden to see Earl 
Monroe, the veteran guard 
who was making his flrst 
appearance of the scans. 
But when they left Tuesday 
night, it was New York 
Knieks' corps of youngsters 
which had them cheering. 
Rookie centre Bill Cart. 
wright took advantage of 
Phoenix centre Alvan 
Adama's absence due to a 
sore foot to score a oareer- 
high 36 points and grab 13 
rebounds, leading the Knid~ 
to a 118-114 National 
Basketball Association 
victory over the Suns. 
Elsewhere, Boston Celtics 
downed Detroit Pistons 118- 
114 in overtime, Cleveland 
Cavaliers heat San Diego 
Clippers 115-112 and Los 
Angeles Lakers outlasted 
San Antonio Spurs 127-121. 
"Cartwright wan tre- 
mendous," said Suns conch 
John MacLeod. °'Every time 
he touched the ball in the low 
post, he was effective. We 
tried three o~ four guys 
against him, but we couldn't 
stop him." 
Backup centres Joel 
Kromer and Jeff Cook 
weren't strong enough to 
stop the 7-foot-l, 25~und 
Cartwright, and forwards 
Len (Truck) Roblnsou and 
Gar Heard weren't tall 
enough. 
But Cartwright wasn't he 
only New York player who 
performed well. 
Michael Ray Richardson, 
New York's rapidly. 
improving, second-year 
guard who inherited aspot in 
the starting lineup from 
Monroe, had his best game 
as a pro. He scored acareer- 
high 28 points, shooting ll- 
for-16 from the field and 5- 
for-5 from the line, and 
added 12 assists, nine 
rebounds and three steals. 
And what about Monroe? 
The 35.ye r-old guard spent 
the first 25 games of the 
season on the injured list and 
he looked rusty in his s~anun 
debut--scoring two pe/nts in 
11 minutes and missing 
seven of eight shots. 
But the fans didn't ears. 
They cheered his every 
move. 
Celtics 118 Pistons 114 
Chris Ford's three-point 
field goal with 18 monads left 
in overtime brought he 
Celt/os,.who never led during 
regmanon time, the victory. 
M. L, Carr led the Celtics 
with 22 points, John L~g 
paced the Pistons with 32 
points and Bob MeAdoo 
added 29. 
Cavaliers lie Clippers llZ 
Mike Mitchell scored 12 of 
his 24 points in the fourth 
quarter, including a Jump 
shot with 1:27 to play which 
put Cleveland ahead to stay 
and allowed the Cavaiierss 
to their ninth straight home 
victory. 
Lakers IZ7 Spurs 1~1 
Kaream Abdul.-Jabbar had 
29 poinl8 and Norm Nixon 
had 27 as Los Angeles fought 
cff a late rally to subdue the : 
crippled Spun, who were 
without in~red top scorer 
George Gervin. 
I 
Flyers streak at 22 
By NElL STEVENS 
The Canadian Press 
Philadelphia Flyers have 
not won in their last three 
games but they haven't lost 
either, making use of tie 
games to extend their un. 
beaten string to 22 games, 
On home ice Tuesday 
night, the Flyers rallied 
from a 2-0 deficit to tie 
Boston Brulns 2-2 in one of 
six National Hockey League 
games, 
It was the remarkable p r. 
formance of Boston goalie 
Gerry Cheerers that kept he 
Bruise from suffering their 
fourth straight loss, The 
Flyers held t~e Bruise to 
only 14 shots while peppering 
Chsevers with 38• 
"I thought we played an 
outstanding hockey game," 
said Flyers' coach Pat 
Quinn, "I couldn't have been 
more pleased with our ef- 
fort," 
Boston surged ahead on a 
goal by Ray Bourque at 11:23 
of the first period and 
another by Rick Smith about 
seven minutes into the 
second, 
But tour minutes later, 
Reggle Leach tallied hie 19th 
of the aeasan to put the 
Flyers an the ecorcbeard, 
and Paul Holmgren made it 
2-~ at I~:2~. There were no 
Colorado club, which coach 
Don Cherry says is begin. 
sing to play with more dis- 
cipline after a slow start his 
season. Marc Tardif had 
-- Dave Taylor, with two 
goals, and Marcel Dlonne 
and Charlle Simmer one 
each. Mike Murphy and 
Dean Hopkins padded the 
NHL STATS 
WALES CONFERENCE 
Norris Division 
WLT F A P 
Mo0treal 14 6 6 98 74 34 
Los Angeles 12 110 96 29 
Pittsburgh 10 88 45 82 80 24 
Hartford 8 8 8 82 79 24 
Detroit 7 10 5 70 74 19 
Adams Division 
Buffalo 16 6 3 95 64 35 
Boston 15 91 71 34 
Minnesota 10 6 99 84 27 
Toronto II 10 3 89 80 25 
Quebec 8 14 4 76 96 20 
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE 
Patrick Division 
Phlla 17 1 6 108 75 40 
Atlanta I1 10 3 86 76 25 
Rangers 10 13 3 98 103 23 
Islanders 7 12 ~ 81 87 18 
Washington 17 74 106 15 
Smytha Division 
Vancouver I1 9 6 87 79 28 
Chicago 8 9 7 61 69 23 
Winnipeg a 14 4 64 99 20 
st. LOUIS 8 15 4 74 99 20 
Colorado 7 14 3 75 a7 17 
Edmonton 5 12 6 79 101 16 
Quebee's lone goal, 
"They're playing the sys. 
tern," said Cherry of his 
tight positional approach to 
the game. 
Kings 6 Flames 2
total. Guy Chouinard and 
Bob MacMillan scored for 
Atlanta, 
"We built up momentum 
as the game went on," said 
Berry. "It gives everybody a 
lift when we play like that, 
Our defence played spec- 
tacularly, and all our for- 
wards checked well." 
Whalers 3 Capitals 3 
It was the seventh tie on 
the road this season for 
Hartford and coach Don 
Blackburn said he'd happily 
take the aiegle point. The 
Whalers have played 16 of 
their 24 games in opposition 
rinks while their arena is 
being rebuilt. 
The Caps; who ended a10- 
game wlnlesa streak last 
Saturday, fell behind on a 
goal by Gordie Howe and 
then rallied to take a 34 lead 
on goals by Ryan Walter, 
Brent Tremblay and Greg 
Polls. Hartford fought back 
wlth goals by Jordy Douglas 
and Ray Allison. 
' i n  wheteoachBobBerry Orpha s whip described as one-of his elub'd 
best games of the season, Ill-- 
Los Angeles was led by the 
Ev's in mM e-up 
Things didn't work out overcame a 47.42 half-time 
quite like they were sup- deficit and scored 6,5 in the 
posed to last night in the second half. Rafter scored 14 
in ter lock ing  games of hts 20 poinis in the secmd 
scheduled between the half. 
Terrace and Kitimat Men's Ev's got 20 points from 
Basketball Lnagues Tuesday Dave Crawley and 19 from 
 ite an all-star again 
By HERSCHEL NI$SEN. Junior Miller of Nebraska Mark " Haynes of Colorado. rmd~sandledtbeeollegeain 
80N was the tight end while Ken Miller and Koleada were 'sees'lag with ~ touehdowes. 
The Associated Pren 
Charles White of Southern 
California, who led the U.S. 
in rushing and all-purpose 
rushing en route to heeoming 
the second leading ground. 
gainer in college football 
history, was named the The 
Associated Press all-Amer. 
lea team for the second year 
in a row Tuesday along wlth 
six other repeaters from 
1978, 
Margerum of Stanford was third-tcamers a year ago. 
the wide receiver. The in. Besides Hugh Green and 
terior line consisted of Easley, ~ther juniors are 
Riteher, tackles Jim Bunch Margerum, Rogers, Sis- 
of Alabama and Greg mane and Singletary. The 
Kdenda of Arkansas and 
guards Brad Budde of 
Southern Cal and Ken Fritz 
of Ohio State. 
The rest of the defensive 
others all are seniors. 
White, WhO missed one 
entire game and half of 
another with a shoulder 
injury, carried 293 times for 
unit consisted of end Jacob 1,803 yards -- him pergame 
Green of Texas A and M, average of 180.3 was a 
tackles Steve MeMichasl of Pacific-10 Conference r cord 
Wilson, one of a handful Of 
collegians to pan for 7,650 
career yards, completed 250 
Of 427 attempts this m.ou 
for 3,'r~0 yards and 29 touch- 
downs. He lost 140 yards 
rushing but still was tl~ 
national total offence leader 
with 3,880 yards. 
Margerum caught  41 
pees~ -- he mis~ed .one 
game-- for 733 yards and 10 
go~s and no penalties in a 
tlght-¢becklug third, period. 
"We should have wm,"  
said Philadelphia goaltender 
Phil Myra, "We played well. 
The only reason we didn't 
win was because of 
L"hsevars." 
Elnewl~ere, Vancouver 
Canucks drubbed New York 
Islanders 5-1. Winnipeg Jets 
defeated St. Louis Blues 4-2, 
Colorado Rockies dumped 
Quebec Nordiques 3-1, Los 
Angeles Kings thumped 
Atlanta Flames 6-2 and 
Hartford Whalers and 
W~lag~n Capitals caled 
for. 3-3 fie. 
Canucts $ Islanders I 
Joining White, the 1979 
Helsman Trophy winner, on 
The AP ail-Americs team for 
the second year in a row 
were Oklahoma running 
back Billy Sims, the 1978 
Helsman winner and 1979 
runner-up, and North 
Carolina State centre Jim 
Ritcher, winner of the 1979 
Outland Trophy as the 
nation's best interior 
lineman. 
The other epeaters from 
1978 were defensive nd 
Hugh Green of Pittsburgh 
and defensive backs Kenny 
Easley of UCLA and Jchnnie 
Texas and Jim Stuckey of --andscoredlatouchdowne. touchdownawhlleMlller, an Rick Valve, Jere Gillie, 
Clemson, middle guard Ron Rogers was the runner.up outstanding blocker, caught Start Smyl, Bill Derlago and 
Simmons of Florida State, with 1,548 yards on 286 21paases fora 409 yards and Rick Blight scored for 
ilnebackers Ron Simpkins of carries for a 140.7 per.game seven touchdowns in Vancouver. Billy Harris had 
Michigan and Mike Single- average while Sims finished Nebraska's ground~rlent~ ' New York'slone goaL It was 
tary of Baylor and deep hack fourth with l,506 yards on 224 attack, theeighth IoR in the last 11 
Gym women rank 10th 
FORT WORTH, Tax. (CP) Canadian champion, is Romaniaas were a fraction 
-- .The Canadian women's trying to regain the form lost behind at 124.360. In third 
team compiled 187.65 points through two months of place was East Germany 
from compulsory exercises ' inactivity due to a broken with 193.875 followed by the 
at the world gymnastics ankle. Sherry HaweD of United States with 192.578. 
championships Tuesday, Cambridge, Ont., another Czechoslovakia w s fifth 
good for t0th spot among 27 veteran, member of the ~,vith 122.300 and China came 
DEN~B POTVIN,.. 
...out for six weeks 
Potvin 
gone 
0NIONDALE, N.Y• (AP) 
- -  Denis Potvin will be out of 
the New York Islanders' 
lineup for from six to eight 
weeks following surgery 
Tuesday to repair torn 
ligaments inhis right thumb, 
the National Hockey League 
club said, 
Potvin, winner the last two 
seasons ofthe Norris Trophy 
as the NHL's top all.around 
defenceman, suffered the 
linJury last Friday night in a 
cas at Edmonton. 
Pnivin missed the first 
games for the slumping e~ht games this season with 
lelander~, a sprain of the joint that 
Jets 4 Blues | emnects his left arm to his 
Winnlpe8 sem'ed all Its shoulder and had appeared 
goals in the opening polled inJust l3 of New York's firet 
and held the h~ne club at 23 games. He scored four 
bay the rest d the way. Pete goals and 17 assists. 
Sdllvan scored twlee and The Isla'nders also skid 
Bobby Hull and Lorne defanoeman Stofan Peruson 
Steeler once. St. Louis had suffered a charleyhxse' in
goals from Wayne Bahycb the first period of Tuesday 
and Berne Fedorka night's 5-1 loss to Vancouver 
Johnson of Texas, In ad- 
dition, Oklahoma llaebacker 
George Cumby, a firstteam 
selection i 1977 but an also. 
ran last year, made the first 
team again. 
Green and Easley are 
juniors and have a shot at 
becoming three.time first. 
team all-America selections 
next year. 
Joining White and Sims in 
the offensive backfield were 
Marc Wilson, Brigham 
Young's record-setting 
quarterback, and George 
Rogers of South Carolina, 
the No. 2 rusher in the na- 
teams. 
Men's competit ion 
resumes today and the 
Canadian team stands ninth. 
It the Canadian contingent 
can hang on to its current 
team plaeings, both the 
women's and men's teams 
would qualify for next 
ummer's Olympics ince 
the top 12 in each division go 
to Moscow• 
Elfie Schlegel of Toronto 
led the Canadian performers 
with 37.70 points, followed by 
Ellen Stewart of Toronto 
with 37.60; Shannon 
Fleming, Toronto, 37.45; 
ties. Diane Carnegie, Toronto, 
R . . . .  37,40; Monies Gsermana, 
Jr~! m v~K]l ]l~ ,-s | |  Winnipeg, 37,25 and Carmen 
¢J  UJtJ.ILIJLIWClJUI. Alle, Montreal, 36,80. 
- Goermann, the reigning 
continue 
More Northern B.C, 
Winter Games basketball 
playoffa will be held in the 
Terrsce-Kitlmat rea in the 
next couple of days, with the 
Junior boys playoff at Mount 
Elizabeth Secondary School 
in Kitimat Thursday night 
and the junior girls mini- 
tournament to be held 
Saturday at Mount 
Elizabeth, 
The girls games tart at 10 
a,m. at MESS, with the host 
team playing Kltamaat 
Village. Skeena Junior 
Secondary School's A girls 
will play Klspiox at noon, 
with the losers playing a't 
1:30 p.m. and the winners 
playing for the trip at 3 p.m. 
Three teams were in- 
volved in the playoff or the 
junior boys spot in the 
games. Kitamaat Village 
lost to Mount Elizabeth's 
Junior boys on Monday 95-23, 
and so MESS and Skeena'a 
boys will play off Thursday 
for the trip, at 5 p.m, at 
MESS. 
In B.C. Winter Games 
basketball, a workout will be 
held Saturday at Skeena to' 
determine a men's and 
women's masters team for 
the B.C. games, to he held at 
the end of February in 
Kimberley. 
Men over 33 and women 
over 30 are asked to come out 
to theSkesna gym ff they are 
interested in forming ateam 
to play for a spot in the 
games. 
The workout starts at 10 
a.m. in the gym. and for 
further information phone ~ 
Joe Prokopehuk at 635.37/6 
or 635.2110. 
Canadian women's team, is 
not competing after injuring 
an ankle, while Karen 
Kelsoll of Vancouver is out 
with a tendon injury. 
The Chinese team, com- 
peting for first time in 18 
years in an international 
gymnastics tournament, 
made an impressive showing 
Tuesday. 
The Chinese women's 
team came in sixth over.all 
after the compulsoriea and 
the men were in fifth place 
after Monday's men's 
compulsories. These totals 
account for half of the 
scores, which decide over-all 
placinga. 
The Soviet women took 
their usual top place with a 
team total of 194.925 and the 
next with 191.400. Hull said after the game 
The high point was the ap. he's rounding into eonditiea. 
pearance of Nadla He'd missed trsining camp 
Comaneci, the star of the with the Jets before deciding 
Montreal Olympic Games, to come out of retirement. 
She had the day's high score Rockies 3Nordiquea 1 
of 39.5 out of 40. Bobby Shechan, Ran# 
Robert and Rob Ramage 
The Soviet Union's Nelll scored for the visiting 
Kim, another star of the 
MontreslOlymplcs, was SUPPORTED UNIVER- 
second with39,300 and was 81TY 
followed by team-mate 
Natalia Shaposnikova with 
39,200. In fourth place was 
Maxi Gnauck of East Ger- 
many with 39.100 followed by 
Russia's Maria Filatova at 
39, 
IDEA WAS COPIED 
Carbon paper was in- 
vented by Ralph Wedgewond 
in London in 1806. 
S ANNUAL, 
Mananer .............. 
& Secretary 
Christmas Party 
Wednesday, Dec. 12th 
12 noon - 4 p.m. 
in the 
Ill Skeena River Room 
all $8  5 0 per 
for person 
, Entertainment 
• Buffet Dinner 
• Our famous "Gluhwein" 
Tickets available at the Terrace Hotel 
or for reservations call 635-2231 
& 
James McGlll died in 1813, 
leaving &lO,000 for the 
founding of the Montreal 
university which would later 
bear his name: 
DID 
IT! :. 
Pat Mason 
lost 60 pounds! 
"1 k, el 1h,I1 I h,we ,il]i!Lt. ' ll.',t'~;(' 
(,n lilt'! F.veryom' with ,~ 
wei~lhl I~robh-'m shf)tdd try 
the Diet Cenl~_,r pldll." 
YOU CAN 
DO IT TOO! 
&11.3~2 
and would be out of the 
lineup for five to six days. 
night, and the Skeena Hotel 
Orphans .are probably glad 
they didn't. 
They beat Ev's Clippers 
107-87 in making up the last 
of two blacked-out games 
from earlier in the season, 
and only got the chance 
because the Kitimat 
Teachers couldn't make 
their scheduled game at the 
Skeena Junior Secondary 
School gym in Terrace. 
When the Skeana Hotel- 
Ev's game was originally 
scheduled, Ev's was the 
league's hottest team and 
the Orphans were having 
trouble winning. They didn't 
have trouble in the.scean~ 
half with their shooting 
Tuesday night though, as 
Jim Chsckley got 26 and Bob 
Rafter got 20 as their team 
Marcus Klein in a losing 
cause. 
In the late game, All 
Seasons from Terrace heat 
Kitimat City Centre 72.64, as 
they also overcame a hell- 
time deficit. City Centre led 
36-25 at the half. 
Mike Ireland got 24 points 
and Dong McKay got 16 for 
All Seasons, who had trouble 
with City Centre's zone 
defence in the first half. 
Chris Fox scored 24 points 
and Harold Bartel netted 20 
for the Kitimat squad. 
Interlocking games 
continue tonight in Kitimat 
at Riveriodge, as Sksena 
Hotel plays the Kitamaat 
Village team, and glues and 
Sons make the trip to play 
Industrial. 
SEARS 'AD; CORRECTION 
"Where  Chr i s tmas  Ideas Beg in"  c i rcu lar•  
Map le  D in ing  Group ing .  Stock Number  
107 425 906 on Page 11 does not include a 
China Cab inet  as stated. This  Dining Suite is 
a f i ve  p iece group ing  of a table and four 
chairs• 
